UNH gymnastics places second in NCAA regionals, page 36
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Worst case scene: state
belevel s USNH funds
Gov. Gregg says USNH may
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
Staff Reporter
New Hampshire Gov. Judd
Gregg steadfastly defended his
position that the University System of New Hampshire (USNH)
must face possible budget cuts
along with other state agencies,
and members of the New Hampshire senate and house of representatives say that while higher
education in the state is important,
it remains subject to the tough
economic times facing New
Hampshire.
According to USNH Vice
Chancellor Eugene Savage, the
University has come under intense
scrutiny as'a result of the economic
problems facing the state.
Many legislators agreed with
the idea that higher education in
New Hampshire must come to
grips with the economic crisis
facing the state, and that this could
translate into a tighter budget than .
University System officials had
1-.ooed for.

Senate President Ed ward
Dupont, Jr. (r&d, Rochester) said
that he hopes the worst case scenario for the university system will
be level funding, but he also added
that the senate finance committee
will attempt to provide the University System with an increase in
funding of atleast 5 percent.
Dupont said that he did support both rescissions imposed
upon the University.
According to Dupont, he did
not take offense with the University system's request for a 24 percent increase in funding, and while
it ran counter to the governor's
request, he said he felt that the
governor sent a negative message
forth in a speech made in February
that addressed among other things
the University's request for a 24
percent increase.
Priorities within budgets
aren't always going to agree and
as a result, there are disagree
. please see BUDGET, page 13
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the University, and for higher .education in a general
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Gregg .~ Well/ I think in the
prese1:1t ~-0rld econ()m y, the k,~y
to.oµr ability anationind .c1s ,a/
region a,rtd asa stat~{and byregion::
I mean N~\V _England) to ~main ·
competitive, is to produce people·-..
who are able to produce ideas that
will turnt111qcomlI}e!sialprod ucts•·•
which willpe nationally cpmpetF •
tive. I don't, as I look out into the •·
ne,cttw,e11,~yor ~hh.'.ty years, 1don't
think !he cl,trrer:ypf the world is<:
goi.:ngto beOll, or fmxi;ofcoal,
gold; h's going to brc1i11.power. •::
And our capacity to compete is: : Gov. Gregg says USNH budget may be spliced. (File photo)
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The Univer sity, not as KKK
free as it would like to think
By Mark Dagostino
News Reporter
The Ku Klux Klan is planning
to hold "education and recruitment drives" at the University of
Hampshire (UNH) and other New
Hampshire campuses this spring,
according to a New Hampshire
KKK leader.
Tom
Herman,
New
Hampshire's Grand Dragon (state
leader) of the Invisible Empire

division of the Knights of the KKK,
said,
"We'll probably pop up there (to UNH) in the
near future." Herman added that
although the KKK has not come
out on any New Hampshire campuses yet, the KKK "definitely''
plans to come out on as many
college campuses as possible this
spring.
According to Herman, UNH
does have KKK members on

•
stand ard penaIties
Minimum penalties also being considered

STATE FUNDING .FOR U.S.N.H. VS
ENROLLMENT AND THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE CHANGE

80

sco~ may deal out

cam pus and "response has been
good from UNH."
As part of Klan policy,
Herman could not release any information about Klan members
that supposedly are a part of UNH.
Commenting on the fact that
Tom Herman would not release
the names of any Klan Members,
Dean for Student Affairs J. Gregg
Sanborn said, 'That (fact), in and
please see KKK, page 11

By Heather Osborne
minimum sanctions would not
Staff Reporter
allow for the education of stuThe Student Conduct Over- dents that go through the conduct
sight Committee's (SCOC) sub- system.
group on sanctions has made rec"This is supposed to be an·
ommendations to the SCOC to educational system and I don't
discuss the possibilities of mini- _ think it's educating someone to
mum sanctions in the conduct say 'I know you've learned a lot
system and dry dormitories.
from this, but we're going to evict
According to Chuck Roy, you,"' said Roy. ''We'd rather let
Student Senate Judicial Affairs the boards decide what an acCommittee chairperson and ceptable level of behavior is bemember of the subgroup, the cause that's what they are inSCOC will begin discussion of tended to do."
these possibilities on Wednesday.
Scott Chesney, director of
Roy said that the establish- Residential Programs and a
ment of minimum sanctions member of the subgroup, said he
within the conduct system would favored minimum sanctions in
mean that for certain offenses, such specific cases.
as sexual or physical assault, a
student would receive a standard please see CONDUCT, page 12
penalty, or minimum sanction.
This penalty would have been
previously decided upon by Dean
of Student A ff airs J. Gregg
Sanborn, after consideration of the
recommendation made by SCOC
and Student Senate.
Roy said that he thought the
2
proposal of minimum sanctions
4
was "basically dead in the water"
and did not support the idea because the reporting of offenses
might diminish.
"If a Resident Assistant (RA)
knows his student is going to get
evicted (if found drinking at or
having an underage party), he
might not report him," sajd Roy.
'That makes for an unclear picture
of the alcohol problem on campus."
Roy also said that he thought
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O'Rourk e shares his own
experien ce_J~J ''CluQ. Scud"
·~:\ ,

By Katelyn Randall
<):> .· · <(:_ ·
News Reporter
Winifred Walsh
the "Allied Eagles" who pranced
P. J. O'Rourke said, ''Kuwait
Sbtf.f Reporter
_
on stage chanting, "This was not City looked as if bad children had
: 'Violence, · injuries, bad guys .- another Vietnam/ Kill Hussein/ thrown a tantrum with tanks" afarid heros are usually the makings · · KillHussein."Thesecheerleaders, ter the Iraqis left. O'Rourke, interf(X)tball game, buti.fyou take however, had hairy legs, falsetto national affairs editor for Rolling
network te.levision and let it loose voices and arms like you would : Stone magazine, spoke before a
war ,with similar trappings, not beneve.
- crowd of approximately 400
~9p . arriyes,
You cannot;:have a war . people, in the Memorial Union
fompl~e\ with amiable game'• an-• without a hostess~ :and in this •. Building (MUB) Monday.
n9urice:rs;nothin.gothert~an "The . _productiori'wewere blessed with
Humorist and satirist
9#.lfBmvV :
J . . ,· • .. ,.the oh:'.so-cllarming ~'Wheel of . O'Rourkeexpectshisnewestnove l
·• :)J'he Gulf 13,o.;wl t0<>}<: place Jn_/ Torture" h.qstessYf!nna Black, a •. "Parliament of Whores" to be
~h.eGra~teState~oom :1.ntheMe- .bride of Frankenstein-type with published in June.
mC>rialUn!oii.Building(MUB)last biting and illumina~ing com~ •
On the first night of the air
Tln.irsdaynight and was a combi- .- mentary on the war.
.
attack on Iraq, O'Rourke said he
~tiqrt.of ~ki~s Jangingfrom bur•
-Black said --she has heard -• was one of 127 journalists who
lesquecabarettolettersr~d bytlle . •eno:ughoH~friendlyfire,'' "carpet traveled, for 16 hours in a C-131
se.nou~ness of diinmed<light. ·· ·bombing" and "collateral dam- - aircraft, from the United States to
Football is popular in the age." ''Killing,killing,killing.We Dhahran, Saudi Arabia to cover
µ'nited S~cites because it allows · did so much of it, the least we . the war in the Persian Gulf.
~ple to root:fq:r a !eam:,~d get_ c9uld dojs say it!'r she:said.
O'Rourke said reporters trav•
~u.(someoftheiraggre,ssi.9.;i.lswhile · -· Aswithanygame; thosewho - elled all the way to Saudi Arabia
I\ever leaying their liv_i,ng rooms. -:· were not directly involved in tl).e - and then were only able to ask the
Atco.rdi98J9 nw<13,lu~•.A:rj.gel W.il:r--: •, gan:le wer_e o~ly all()W~ to sit OJJ :. ,,grunts: Oprah Winfrey quality''
Jirile)Cabc1ret/ tne 'Gulf:)».7arj,.-o( >;Jhe.,sidelµi~~ and watch( Pec>ple interview questions: "How do you
vided people those sall)-e opportu- got on with their everyday>lives · feel about maybe getting shot and
¢ties; war being the@:igest spec- . during the Gulf Wart'and in the - dying?"
t.~#,r -sportJn'hi:story):\:) .· )/_>
-~ aseofVallJla .J3lack, .~llgcontiil-:;
According to O'Rourke, he
:::::;:::.: As::flt~ song g~(o,:2, 3,4/ . . .
attend her 's11ppdrt group > spentmuchofhistimeinDhahran ,
<\-Vh~tre we fighting for?/ Don't . ~)Monsteri; Anonymous.''
. which he called "Club Scud" for
a~kme-l dot_t't.give a ~amn/)Ne . : ... . In . attendance
wer_e the frequent Scud missile attacks.
kl.¢~ c1½7.~y.~d<ic1m/§;6~7,8/ Open ·>'· : Werewolf/ Mummy, '.D racula, .: O'Rourke said the journalists
':f.~.W<t:?A~tE!i~,Hi4:g'?~aj.g:~eag3E.,::; would race to the source of sirens
to':W:CJ.@.WWWlThem]raqi.s <all but/ tsk) tsk) George B*sh did noF after a Scud attackonlyto find a car
.ha
_-,•-.•-•.·_•,·_. v_ ,:_e_T• h~egG
.~ul-~:f•·_ :,-_~ i-w._l_-. h~:d
-: ,_ :_ t:;·h:e.•·_A
' .-·lli·:...·.;.i .-,·, . )rtake it because he had/(fallen off• wreck. He saw about six or seven
uv
"'
~ :(the :wagon" an9 sta~e<:l, ~e Gulf,. car wrecks caused by drivers look-_ ~agles) pitt&fagafost the· 1;aq{ :<wartodistracthimselffromothe r .• ing up at Scud missiles, instead of
Baicl~~'. : JheJsr~eli_JE?ts '.$hQwed : Jssues he had to deal with.
watching where they were going.
'.signs of\vanting t~ g~tittvolved in /
SpeakingofBtish/13lacksaid,
"Saudi Arabia is incompretJ:te actie>n; ,bu.cHnstead. ·-stayed in · /'WehaveaNewWorldOdorthat hensible," said O'Rourke, noting
:the.·locker -· room where the U.S. _ smells of dead bodies:and burn- that there were no movie theaters,
Oiler~.paid\h~ih't~ sta:y-. 1'J'ext on : \ ing oil \-Yells." .
no bars, no nightclubs and no
the. asrenda?-Armal?'eddon Bowl! · ·
WhHe c.ommentatinQ: on the booze. It was the first war ever
\\>:Jfh~ :Gu}fJ3o:wl wa~_coIIlpletet ·
· -- · .
covered by sober Journalists, said
w.ith"scantif · •c1ad ·cheerleaders for \ /}pleas~
B(;?WL,:p#.ge·9 . : .·
O'Rourke.
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P. J. O'Rourke talks about about the War (Terri Danisevich,Photo)

"What we had thought for
years was the pain of genius, was
really just a hangover," said
O'Rourke.
When O'Rourke first saw the
American military forces from a
C-131, he said he was not very
impressed by what appeared to
him to be "wiggles" (trenches)
anct "<iot-s" (tanks). It was when
he realized thathewasflyingover
"300 miles of wiggles and dots"
hat he saw how immense the

forces were. It was a "very roomy
bloodbath," said O'Rourke.
O'Rourke said he felt sorry
for the fleeing Iraqis who had been
bombed as they became tangled
in a traffic jam outside of Kuwait
City. However, he said that his
feelings were split between being
detached from the events and
feeling. after vrhat thPy hacl done
to Kuwait, like "smiting the bastards."

ORLD NEWS BRIEF

,~- ~.:,.:.,:~. ~:.~.111:~ 1(1': ~':·~t··-•·'•'.·~'1~'.' ~ '. '.
Baghdad Accepted
U.N. Truce Resolution
In a letter to the Security Council, the Iraqi government agreed to comply with the resolution,
though it complained about the terms. The terms
basically provided for complete destruction of Iraq's
military destructive capability. In response to the
announcement by Baghdad, thousands more
American troops left southern Iraq and the Gulf,
and another U.S. aircraft carrier headed home.

Georgia's President
Issues Threat to
Gorbachev
Soviet Georgia's president warned Gorbachev of a
general strike in the republic if Moscow doesn't
withdraw troops from the South Ossetia region.
President Gamsakhurdia contended that Georgian
villages close to the disputed area were being attacked byOssetianextremists who had the backing
of Soviet Interior Ministry Forces. Separately, Russian Republic President Yeltsin named a new
Moscow police chief who was barred from taking
office by Communist Party forces.

:·:::;:.:·:::J

Peace Rallies Turn
Violent in Johannesburg
Thousands of Zulus marched in Johannesburg at what
were meant to be peace rallies, but South African police
said nine people died in the wake of the gatherings. The
Inkatha Freedom Party supporters waved spears and
other tribal arms in defiance of the rival African National
Congress, which has sought to outlaw such weapons in
an effort to stop partisan violence between blacks.

Mexico-U.S. Pact
Reaffirmed
Bush and Mexican Presid('nt Salinas reaffirmed their
commitment to a free-trade pact between the two
neighboring nations. However, Bush acknowledged
after brief talks with the Mexican president in Houston
that the White House has "a big selling job to do" in
order to drum up enough congressional support necessary to pass a bill. The major fear among legislators seems to be that American workers will lose
their jobs to Mexico's pool of cheap labor.

Catholic Church Plans to
Germany's Kohl Egged
Step Up Anti-Abortion
by East Germans
Fight
German leader Helmut Kohl received a mixed reRoman Catholic cardinals pledged to increase the
church's efforts in the pro-life campaign to stop abortion
and euthanasia. The cardinals urged Pope John Paul II
to issue a new statement spelling out the threats to
human life created by the abortion rights supporters. In
a closed statement issued after the three-day meeting in
the Vatican City, the 112 cardinals decried society's increasingly "permissive mentality" toward abortion.

ception during his first visit to former East Germany
since just after unification. Some protesters in Erfurt
threw eggs at the chancellor and his wife, accusing
hem of not keeping his promise to quickly bring
economic prosperity to the east. Otherwise, Kohl met
no open hostility.
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UNH enrollm ent leaps to
record high this semeste r
By Theodore W. Decker
Staff Reporter

.,. .

Right now, as you read this,
you are part of a record, historymaking moment at the University
of New Hampshire (UNH). You
may not feel it is important, but
savor it while you can because it
·
isn't expected to last long.
UNH has an all-time high
enrollment of 11,063 undergraduates and graduate students attending classes this spring. Enrollment next fall, however, is expected to be down.
John Kraus, director of the
UNH Office of Institutional Research, said this spring's enrollment nosed out last spring's previous record of 11, 056 students.
This semester's total is 119 more
students than Kraus and his staff
originally forecasted.
"We're very pleased with the
outcome," Kraus said. 'The enrollment exceeds our expectations."
Kraus attributed the record

·<;;::::I~ i

Students enroll for classes (Ben Frazier,Photo)

enrollment to a higher percentage
of returning students and a more
flexible approach in dealing with
students who experienced financial problems. UNH officials expanded the time for payment of
tuitions, room, board and other
fees. This expansion was done in
response to the downturn the general economy is experiencing,
Kraus said.
The credit and collections office deserves particular credit for
this extension, said Kraus. This office, according to Kraus, "might
have saved us 100 students who
might not have returned."
Credit and collections manager LeaAnn Lombari-Burr said
her office relaxed the usual credit
granting policy for 150 students
who ordinarily would not have received such assistance. "We gave
them more time to come up with
the money," she said.
In the past, delayed payments
were only granted in immediate
and extreme situations, such as if

students were involved in a car
accident on their way to school,
according to Lombari-Burr.
Lombari-Burr said credit
and collections has experienced
no difficulties as a result of the
extensions. All but two students
have paid.
Kraus said overall enrollment
is expected to be down for the fall
semester. This spring, the largest
senior class in UNH history-2,729
students-will graduate. However, next year's freshman class is
estimated to be smaller.
The potential decrease in incoming freshman is the result of
several factors, according to Kraus.
This year there will be fewer high
school graduates than in preceding years, and the number is expected to remain low for the next
several years. A lower birthrate in
the mid-1970s also will contribute
to fewer students, Kraus said.
The faltering national
economy will also make it difficult for more students to attend
school, he added.

UNH walk for hunger l~~y.>$~~~~~t ;)
..
J<.+x....
d d
crops up nee e money g.~~~t · . ; ii : 1t r

b~:::it:~:~~:::;:~:aspect -~,f~·• ·•11¢.§•~•~•§~J9P.::
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News Reporter

Campus Ministries.

according to Westfall. She said,

lazy. The heat could not stop them

MUB, across from C-lot. By 4 p.m.,

remain in the area, Westfall said.

~.f'"~::ii::se!v!:;~~~: mo ;~~;17~~:~m~~::~~
st

~:!;!~!::_countries, as well as
Pastor Mary Westfall, of the
United Campus Ministries, coordinated the CROP Walk for the
first time this year. The walk was

:%~~~~:r;:e:~:tJ~~~1::~~t
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:Jer~/:,w~~r:is~rad?:rnistr;tib ~>
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supplies to countries that are in Westfall said the money will be
need of aid. This year's earnings stopatthe3milemark, which was
please see CROP, page 7
will go to refugee campeds in the
Persian Gulf. These imm iate re-

i~~:;~:~~~t

..

ar~menttolhec~urtslastspri~gt

•· Lisbpll ~id tl}e .µtidsem~$ter
><
increase went against all of JhE?

J~_usin,ess pra.cHce~ he has learne<i
..
.
. .·.
here.
· ·· ;The administration doesn't ·. least 1,000 signatures fo the stateknow whatthe budget will be from · house ctnd presented jt while the
year to year. They're at the mercy o.elegates were !TI s,ession, said
of the state," said Lisbon. ''But to <Lisbon. Lisbon also tried to. have
assume that every student can the increase put on hold in a precome up with $300 midsemester is liminary hearing, but the court
very unrealistic, especially for decided it :would be more of a
students who fit the non-tradi- .headache since so many students
had already paid.
tional mold."
Lisbon said he felt the
Lisbon said he had to take the .
.money from his weekly expenses administration's decision was a
<such as food. Students budget breech of contract.
'1t's as if you bought a televi< school expenses and don't plan to
have the tuition increase ($300) in sion at Sears," said Lisbon. '' After
the middle of the semester," said · you'vepaidforitandtakenithome ,
.· they can't send you a letter and tell
Lisbon.
Lisbon said the administra-: •·· you that you owe another $200
tion is falling back on the fact that because the price w.e~t up aftet
.
they did send letters out before you'd paid for it."
"We're trying to .set a pr~thesptj~g semester, warning stu.dents that there may be ctn in- dent ~o things like Jhis>~on't ll~P;:->
.>crease'. ButHsbcfa said :the lettel'. pen in tMfu~e/' ~dJ~isbori. >>\
·didn't give any specifics or defP
0

Young Drive - Now Renting
$1155 per person, per semester
based on six person occupancy
Participants walk for hunger (Jamie Burst,Photo)
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LA faculty -approves
women's studies major
By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
If allcontinuestogowell, there
will be a women's studies major
and·a feminist theory class at the
University of New Hampshire
(UNH) starting next fall.
The measure passed in a
matter of minutes; there were only
two"No's"tobeheardintheroom
.when the liberal arts faculty voted
overwhelmingly in favor of the
major and class, at a faculty meeting yesterday afternoon.
Cathryn Adamsky, coordinator of the women's studies department and person who proposed the major, said, "I expected
more questions. This was sort of
anti-climactic."
Adamsky said she expected
questions about the number of
women's studies minors at UNH,
the women's studies faculty and
how .much· money it would cost
the University to institute the major.
Thefacultyvote was themost
important stage for the proposed
major, but before the major can
become a reality, it must be voted
on by the Systems Academic Approval Council, said Adamsky.
According to Adamsky's
written proposal, there are currently 37 students minoring in
women's studies and six who are
working on women's studies as a
student-designed major.
·
The proposal also said, in an
April 1990pollofstudentsenrolled
in women'sstudiescourses,34out
of275saidtheywouldbeinterested

and 80 said they were interested
in women's studies as a double
major.
"We generally cannot accommodate the number of students who want to take the introductorycourse," said Adamsky in
the proposal.
The only opposition to the
major and feminist theory class
was heard from history professor
Charles E. Clark, who said he knew
what he was going to say might
not be fashionable among faculty
members who are concerned with
fashion.
Clark said he is concerned
about the feminist theory class
because it teaches more from a
political standpoint than from an
academic standpoint. According
to Clark, the class could be the
beginnings of special interest
groups starting courses to meet
their political and ideological ends.
Adamsky said the feminist
theory class teaches from an academic standpoint, because it
shows how gender is used to
structure our lives, work and
economic classes.
Whileitistruethe University
does not have classes on capitalist
theory, it does have classes on
Marxist theory, which concerns
itself with class systems, said
Adamsky.
AssociateProfessorofHistoiy
Laurel Ulrich said the University
requires courses on historical
theories and the feminist theory
___________
Pleas,e see MAJOR, page 14

Candidates discuss campus issues. (Ed Sawyer,Photo)

Candidates call for lo~d student body voice
a voice that the administration will not ignore
ByE.J.O'Shaughnessy
and Andrus all presented their
News Reporter
platforms on issues such as the
Rob Varsalone, candidate for budget, cam pus safety and parkstudent body president, screamed "'ing. Each ticket was concerned
that the library was inadequate, withensuringastudentbodywith
the dorms need improvement, the a definite loud voice, next year,
facultyneedstobetoldtocutdown thattheadministration will not be
on theiruseoftoiletpaper,and the able to ignore.
students have no place to park,
Malinda Lawrence said the
because every member of the most important ,issue was the
chancellor'sofficeearnsmorethan budget. She described the current
the governor, at the Meet The financial situation as "very grim,
Candidates meeting Tuesday and that's putting it mildly." The
night in Hetzel Hall.
Lawrence/Reid platform also foThe tickets of Lawrence and cused upon problems such as enReid,Spartichinoand Wertheimer, Vironmental issues, restructuring

TI NAL NE\\T~]iRiEF~ent~~reand
O

in majOOng in women's stuA

theoon,'•td

system, and improving relations
between the Greek and non-Greek
community. The source of these
changes, Lawrence said, would
come from a unified student body,
which would be prepared to deal
with the "huge bureaucracy that
is frustrating to deal with."
The Varsalone/ Andrus ticket
emphasized their desire to incorporate the Triumvirate Organization and Government Alliance
(TOGA)Partyintoofficenextyear.
Rob Varsalone proclaimed that the
"problems were inherent within
the system" and that the "prob
please see CANDIDATE, pg 15
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Kennedy Mansion Site John Tower a nd Twenty
Others Die in-Crash
o f Alleged R ape
AWest Palm beach woman claimed to be raped by Fonner Texas Senator John Tower and all other passenWilliam Kennedy Smi th, nephewl of Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy, at the Kennedy
compound in Florida over Easter weekend. The
incident began at an area nightclub whe_re Sen.
Kennedy, his son, and alleged assailant nephew
were having drinks. The group encountered a few
female companions that were invited to the
Kennedy mansion after the bar closed. It was

. gersdiedFridayina planecrash. Thecauseof thecrash
.. is unknotn and there are few clues federal investigators have found helpful. Sen. Tower was former head
· oftheNationalSecurityCouncilandarenownedexpert
in, foreign affairs. His name more recently .reached
headlines as Head of the Tower Commission Report on
the Iran-Contra affair. Several other significant figures
perished with Tower in the unexplained crash.

there that Smith allegedly attacked the woman
breaking several of her ribs in the process. Differing ·
accounts have been reported and there has been
no official report by police.

Heinz Dies in PlaneHelicopter .Crash
Pennsylvania Senator Heinz, also the largest single
shareholder in Heinz Inc. (maker of condiments
and food products) died late last week in a biz.arre
mid-air collision between the small jet he occupied
and a helicopter. The collision has not yet been
explained though officials are researching the cause
of the accident. The collision occurred above a
Pennsylvania school yard thereby causing many
casualties to those on the ground.

Atlantis Expected to
Provide Information on
Our Universe
The mission ofNAS.N s Gamma Ray Observatory, which
astronauts will push out of the payload bay of the
shuttle Atlantis, could turn out to be a remarkable
pioneer in the field of outer space research. Ac~ording
to UNH astronomy professor Jim Ryan, "There's a
radically different universe out there and we'll see it
through the gamma ray telescope. Ryan, member of the
team that developed one of the four gamma ray telescopes that make up the observatory, indicated that
gamma ray technology provides for much greater vision
capabilities than all previous methods and thus could
lead to unprecedented discoveries.

Infant Mortality Rate
Dips in 1990
. The infant mortality rate last year had its biggest
drop in a decade the NY Times reported. The ~ate
fell to9.1 deathsperl,000livebirthsfrom9.7deaths
· 1989. The 601.10 d rop was an unusua1
per 1·,,000 m
f.1gure· compared to average 2.501.,o d rop m
· the past
decade. The reason for the drop was µncertain but
government statistidans indicated a new drug used
d th
t1 t
tt· II
to prevent premature ea s was a eas par a y
responsible.

Bush Supports Federal
Death Penalty
President George Bush indicated he might consider
dropping his opposition to the Brady Bill gun control legislation, which calls for a 7-day waiting period (or hand gun purchases, in exchange for congressjonal approval of the administration's crime
bill "Yhich includes a federal death penalty.
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Talk - Wild Walkers talk "Low Fat Dining/Shopping for Low Fat Foods," Meg Mertz, dietician, UNH
Dining. Sullivan Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.

Brown Bag Series - "Chronic Fatigue Syndrome," Laura Clauss, ARNP. Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:30
to 1:30 p.m. Information: Health Ed, 3823.
Major/Minor Fair - Strafford Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Student Recital #8 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
Lecture/Discussion - "Building Your Self-Esteem." Sponsored by Women's Issues Resource Center. Room
225, Ham-Smith, 7:30 p.m.
Faculty Lecture - NH Economy: Up the Down Staircase "Changes You Can Bank On," Allen Thompson,
Assoc. Prof. Economics & Administration & Chair, Dept. of Economics. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.
Information: 1087.

Faculty Concert - Christopher Kies, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., free.
Wheelchair basketball was another part of Disability Pride Week.
(Ed Sawyer, Photo)

UNH wheeling
around for a day
Students, faculty ride in wheelchairs
By Deanna Dumam
News Editor
Student Body Vice President
Ann-Marie Elek crashed into
doors around the Memorial Union
Building. Assistant Dean of Students Scott Chesney had to wait
10 minutes to get into his office
because a car was blocking the
ramp into Hitchcock Hall. Professor Sam Smith could not get into
his office at all.
These people spent Friday in
wheelchairs as part of Disability
Week. The evept was organized
by the Handicapped Student Organization (HSO). Dan Vachon,
president of HSO, said that seeing
non-disabled people in wheelchairs "makes peoplethink" about
being in a wheelchair.
Elek said that she was surprised by how the simple things
in life became difficult. She said
that getting lunch in the MUB Pub
was very difficult, and she had to
ask people for help.
Both Elek and Chesney said
they were surprised by how much
physical strength it took. Elek said
that she had a tough tiine wheeling up to the MUB because of the
steep incline.
Smith said that his troubles
started with Kendall Hall. He said
that Kendall is equipped with an
automatic door, but it does not
work. Smith said he had to spend
the day outside of his office because the chair is too wide to fit
through the door. He said that
spending the day in a wheelchair
proved to him that "although the
building (Kendall) is legally ac-

cessible, it's not."
Dean of Student Affairs J.
Gregg Sanborn spent Tuesday in a
wheelchair because he was away
on Friday. He said that Thompson
Hall was handicapped accessible,
but that the fire doors were an
obstacle.
Elek said the Student Senate
office was handicapped accessible,
and she stressed that senate tries
to keep the office aisles clear so all
students feel comfortable there.
Elek and Smith said that the
bathrooms were nearlyimpossible
to get into. Elek said that the door
was so heavy that it was hard to
open while in a chair. Smith said
he expected he would not be able
to use the bathroom so he was
prepared.
Chesney said that he had
trouble getting around his office.
He said that the halls in Hitchcock
Hall are so narrow that he
"couldn't go down the hallway'' if
someone else was walking down
it.
People who were not in the
chairs had reactions. Smith said
that his class was "very impressed
with the fact that I did it. They
weresympathetictothecause,and
glad that I did it." Chesney said
that "people were much friendlier, and they wanted to help me."
Sanborn said that "people don't
see you the same way'' when you
are in a wheelchair. He said that
people react differently to the
chair, and some people spoke
loudly to him.
Elek said she was glad to leave

WEDNESDAY
18th Century Seminar- ''The (Still) Birth of the Russian Novel," Ronald LeBlanc, Russian. Grafton Room,
MUB, noon to 1:30 p.m.

Lecture- "Christian Science: What It Is and What It Isn't." Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30 to 1 :30 p.m.
Opera Scenes - Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m., $3, available at door.
International Festival- "Williamson Hall Around the World." Floors will sponsor food and events from
different nations/ cultures from throughoutthe world. Floor Lounges, Williamson Hall, 8 p.m. Information:
862-1183.

THURSDAY
Conference - "Relationships: A Conference for Counseling Professionals and for Personal Development."
Sponsored by Dept~ of Education & Grad. Students in Counseling. Alumni Center, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Gallery Series - University's steel drum band, Panic Steel Band, classical works to calypso. Paul Arts, noon,
free.

Lecture/Discussion - "Peace Making As We Move Into The 21st Century: Pitfalls and Possibilities," Kathy
Buck, NH Action for Peace and Lasting Security. Commuter Transfer Center, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Information: 862-2268.
Psychology Colloquium - "The Role of Gender and Self-Presentation in Humor and Embarrassment: A
Multi-Method Analysis," Mae Lynn Neyhart, Psychology, UNH. Room 101, Conant, 3:45 p.rn.

Theatreplay - "Images of Women, "by Heiner Mueller. Student revue of women thru 200 years of drama
and prose. Presented by German Dept., Murkland Auditorium,7p.rn., students/employees/ alumni/
seniors $4, general $5. Ticket!> at MUB Ticket Office at door.

Show - "2nd City Comedy Ensemble." Sponsored by SCOPE. Granite State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m.,
students with ID $4, general $6.
Opera Scenes -Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m., $3. Available at door.
MUSO Film - "Mystic Pizza." Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 and 10 p.m.

FRIDAY
Lecture/Discussion- ''The Draft and You: What You Need to Know, Even When We're Not At War," Jeff
Brown, Grad. student, History Dept. Sponsored by Resi Program & Campus Ministries. Hillsborough
Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m.

Theatreplay- "Images of Women," Murkland Auditorium, 7 p.m. Most pieces performed in English. See
4/11 info.
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Bicycles

868-5634
DURHAM BIKE
PETTEE BROOK,
DURHAM, NH 03824

30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH

03820 / (603) 749-4383

:J)'.~ft~f~~;~~~;~;;;~~;:1~rA!¥1::~~\!J/;;;:E;J
PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
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The University of New Hampshire is a state school; should
religious student organizations be allowed on campus?

Brian Campbell
Business Administration
Freshperson

"Sure, as long as they don't
pressure you to join. People can
make up their own minds. They
don't have to join if they don't '
want to."
1

Rob Schilling
Psychology
Senior

"I think they're as valid a student
group as fraternities and other
groups that prescribe their own
beliefs, like Students For Choice. I
don't feel there's a mixture of
church and state."

Bethany McCann
English
Sophomore

When it comes to religion
on campus, students are tolerant providing people do not
impose their views on other
people.
Rob Schilling said every
student has their own set of beliefs and should be allowed to
practice them if they so choose.
''I'd rather have them be a
part of this establishment than
not," said Schilling.
Funding for student organizations comes from the Student Activity fee and most students said they did not mind
their money going to religious
organizations.
· Crystal Bodin said she is
not involved in any religious
organizations, but members of
religious organizations are
paying for organizations they
are not involved in either.
The consensus of students
polled is that almost every student might be supporting an
organization they do not personally believe in.
Schilling said, "Part f me
says, 'Why is my money going
toward something I don't take
part in?', but the situation could
be the same for them."
Bridget Sullivan said she
believes religious organizations
should be allowed on campus if
they do not force their beliefs on
other people, but has experienced a group trying to force
their beliefs on herself and a
friend.
"Onegrouptried to force us
to attend meetings," said
Sullivan. "I said no and they
persisted."
A majority of students
polled said if one organization
was allowed on cam pus and not
another, the University would
be guilty of discrimination.
Brian Campbell said, 'The
person deciding whether or not
an organization was allowed on
cam pus could choose a religion
they don't like. If they were a
Protestant they might say no to
Catholics."
However, other students
said not every religious
orgainzation should necessarily
be allowed on campus.
Bethany McCann said it
would depend on the circumstances.
Schilling said student organizations have to serve the
University and match the needs
of the students. Not every religious organization would fit
those criteria, he said.

Bridget Sullivan
Occupational Therapy
Junior

;/

"I think they should be allowed if
they're not forcing their beliefs on
other people. Anyone is entitled to
their beliefs as long as they don't
force them on other people."

Mike Vinsel
English/Journalism
Junior

~

"Yes, but I don't think they should
be sponsored by the university.
It's freedom of religion."

Crystal Bodin
Undeclared
Freshperson

"As long· as they don't corrupt
other people's minds or hound
you."

"I guess they should be allowed
as long as they don't try to recruit
you every time you tum around."
Compiled By Winifred Walsh
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ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
CAMP WILDCAT REGISTRATION: Six weeks of fun and adventure for children grades one thru six.
Each session is 2 weeks, from June 24 thru August 2. $160 per session, $60 non-refundable deposit upon
registration. Registration has begun, Room 151, Field House, 8 a.rn. to 4 p.rn. - spaces are limited.

CAREER

~

11
CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP": Having trouble selecting a course of study? These workshops
can help you with your decision-making . Sign-up in advance in 203 Huddleston Hall. Limit 10 per
workshop. Wed. April 10, noon-2 p.rn.;Thurs. April 11, 2-4 p.m.;Tues. April 16, noon-2 p.m.; Thurs. April
18, 10-noon.

GENERAL
WORK STUDY JOB OPENING: Student Coordinator starts in Sept. for Commuter Transfer Center.
Involves office managing, scheduling, coordination of marketing and promotions. Application deadline:
April 30. Apply in Rm. 126, MUB. Information: 862-1001.

CROP, from pc1ge 3
used for food as well as furniture
and clothing.
The total earnings for this year's
CROPWalkhad not yet been totaled,
but Westfall said she would like to
see it pass last year's total of $12,000.
Westfall said the CROP Walk is
a nationwide event and that several
thousand walks take place every year
during the months of April and October. The walk began in 1969 and
has been successful because people
realize it is "a tangible way to help
countries overseas. Think Globally
and Act Locally," she said.
The CROP Walk was derived
from the period at the end of World
War II when Europe was rebuilding
and the United States sent a variety
of crops to its aid, Westfall said.
Westfall said she was very
grateful to such groups as the Rotary
Club, New Hampshire Gentlemen,
Alpha Phi Omega and the many
others who gave their time and services to the CROP Walk. She was,
however, particularly grateful to
Patricia Bedker, professor of animal
and nutrition sciences, who encourages her students every year to participate in the walk. This year, 580 of
her students walked in the event.
Bedker believes that "faculty
restricts itselftotheclassro om walls."
She said she believes it is important
to expose students to the community
so that they might "get the bug" to

VIGIL FOR PEACE: Wednesdays at noon at T-Hall flagpole.

get involved in community services.
Getting her students involved in the CROP Walk is a lot
of work, Bedker said. A committee of 20 students is formed every
year to make all of the decisions.
Bedker admits to getting discouraged at times, but she said of
those students that participated
in the CROP Walk last year, "93
percent said they would do it
again."
Bedker said she chose the
CROP Walk to sponsor because
"only 17 percent of the money
goes to administration," which
covers the shipping and handling,
and the maintenance ofthe offices
and staff at the Church World
Services. This makes it "one of
the 10 best causes," Bedker said.
Bedker stressed that the success of the CROP Walk is due to
the students. "It's the students
that make it work. They give up
their afternoon to do this."
Walker Cindy Conlin fully
supportsthisann ualevent. "This
is a good opportunity to help
others battle their hunger," she
said. Conlin opted to walk the 10
mile trail rather than stop at the
three mile mark, which was her
original plan, because "it was
beautiful day for a walk."

SELF-DEFENSE TRAINING COURSE: Sponsored by SHARPP. A 2 hour mini-training course by Matt
Randall, Dover School of Tae Kwon Do. Limited to first 40 people. First come, first serve basis. Tuesday,
April 9, Rec. Room, Stoke, 8-10 p.m. Information: 862-3494.

HALL PROGRAM: Between You and Me. Tuesday, April 9, Eaton House, 8:30 p.m.
SPANISH 11HORA DE CAFE": Informal coffee hour for students, faculty, native speakers and guests.
Wednesday, April 10, Room 209, Murkland, 3-4 p.m.
HALL PROGRAM: Gay /lesbian/bisexua l panel. Wednesday, April 10, Babcock Hall, 7 p.m.

HORSESHOW: ThompsonSchoo lTwoPhase.Dres sagecompetition ,atTirrelLivesto ckActivityCente r,
8a.m. - noon and Stadium jumping at Light Horse Center (next door to Livestock Center), 1-5 p.m. Sunday,
April 14, 7:30 a.m - 5 p.m. Free.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND CAREERS: Presentation on foreign languages and careers. Everyone is
welcome. Meet with former UNH language majors, learn about career options, resume writing, etc.
Friday, April 19, 7 p.m.
SPRING WEEKEND: "One World, One Celebration." Sponsored by CAB coordinated and PFO funded.
Breakfast in Bed; Wacky Relays; Outrageous Obstacle Course; World Celebrations featuring the DJ's of
Natural Sound; Carnival; _F ireworks; and Drive-In. April 17-April 20, Campus-wide events. Information
and registration: 862-3613.

HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health Education and held in Health Services:
HIV TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; available at the Office of Health
Education and Promotion: Mon. 9 a.m. -2:30 p.m.; Tues. 9-11:45 a.m. and Thurs.1-4 p.m. Call 862-3823
for an appointment.
DISCUSSION GROUP: For gay men and men questioning their sexuality. Wednesdays, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: Fridays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.

MEETINGS
•
•
•
•

Custom T~Shirts & Imprinted Sportswear
Promotional Advertising
Phone
Full~Color Brochures
Portsmouth
Signs & Banners

431.-8319

Aurnmn Pond Park, Route 101, Greenland, NH 03840

\

-UNH

.

AMNESTY INTERNATION AL MEETING: Letter writing to free prisoners of conscience. Tuesday,
April 9, Rm. 206, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
CURRICULUM/ADVISING MEETING: Sponsored by Theater and Dance. Important for all theater and
dance majors, minors, and interested students. Thursday, April 11, Johnson Theater, 5 p.m.
MEN'S STUDENT BIBLE STUDY MEETING: Thursdays, 2nd Floor Cubicles, Dimond Library, 12:30
p.m.
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GREGG, from page 1

SUMMER SESSION 1991
_ Everything From A to Z
At Unive~ty of New Hampshire Summer Session, you get
more that wide lawns and classes inthe open air. What you will
get is academic excellence, over 400 undergrad and graduate
co~es to choose from, and four different terms to make it
eamer to plan your summer.

FOUR TERMS
June 3-July 3
June 3-August 9
July I-August 9
July 8-August 9

5 Weeks
10 Weeks
6 Weeks
5 Weeks

Order your Summer Catalog now. You'll find what you need
from Administratwn to Zoology, at UNH Summer Session.
'

To order your 1991 Summer Session Cat~
ca/1 (603) 862-4234, or return the form below.'

UNIVERSITY OF NEw IiAMPsHIRE
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
(Mail to UNH Summer Session, 24 Rosemary Lane, Durham, NH 03824, or call
(603) 862-4234.)
(UNH)

D Please send me the UNH Summer Session Catalogue
Addres_s_...;....
___________________I
Name
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State. _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

The Seacoast's Only Bagel Bakery

Our Durham Store is now a
non-smoking establishment.
It's not often you find bread that contains no tat
an~ no cholesterol! In fact, our bagels are
unique that way (wi_
th the exception of our
seed toppings).
Like everything the Bagelry makes and serves,
our bagels are made with only the finest
ingredients and baked twice every day.

No wonder they taste so good! Watch
for our cart near the library starting
Monday, April 15--weather permitting!!

TASk

Tip of the Wee~

For essay exams: can you discuss each
of the important course topics? Are you
aware of which topics you might be
asked to "compare and contrast"?

of school, are going to be
able to integrate into a high-technology world.
TNH - Does UNH meet
those expectations ?
Gregg - UNH is an excellent school and I think it's doing a (pauses)
good job. All American
educational institutions are under
significant stress right now, both
economicly and substantively,
relative to what they're teaching.
Our entire educational system is,
especially at the elementary and
secondary school levels, extremely
suspect as to its capacity to producestudentsthatarecompetitive
with the Japanese and the Germans
and the other industrialized nations that are our main competitors. But relatively speaking,
within the American educational
structure, I think the University of
New Hampshire is doing a good
job.
TNH - The speech you
made wasn't positive in terms of
UNH. Would you comment on
that?
Gregg - The speech I
made was positive about UNH. It
wasn't positive about the management of UNH. There is a significant distinction. The University trustees were asked by myself
to acknowledge the fact that the
state is in a recession - that the
people of this state are under significant pressure.
We have a very high
level of unemployment, we have a
lot of people that are getting laid
off,_ a lot of people losing their
jobs, a lot of people whose income
is either being cut back, or in some
€ases curtailed .
The state governement is
attempting to address the needs
of those individuals, and also (attempting to) continue to deliver
quality services in some very tough
fiscal times. And so I went to all
the agencies of the state government and said, 'Listen, in these
times we can't have state government growing faster than the
economy. We'vegottotightenour
belts and I'm asking everybody to
come in with a base-line budget
ten percent below this year's
budget, from whi~h we will add
back and work with to try and
reach an accord.'
Every agency of this
state, except for the University
System and the court system
complied with that request. And
every agency, whether it's health
and human services or safety or
transportation, sat down with
them with their base-line budgets
and worked with those numbers
and put together budgets that they
felt that they could live with. And
in some instances we ended up
cutting their budgets two, three,
four percent from this year. In
some instances, like corrections
(state correctional facilities), we
ended up increasing their budget,
because the number of people is
going up in the corrections area.
But we worked with
them. The University was the only
agency that came forth and said,
The heck with you, we don't acknowledge that there's a problem
out there in the market place. We
don't think that the economy is
bad. We don't think that there's
anything wrong at all; We want a
24 percent in.crease.'

Now to ask for a 24 percent increase in the face of these
economic times; when people are
going through the very severe
personal and individual belt
tightening that they have to,
people being laid off and losing
their jobs, seeing their incomes cut,
when the state is going through,
as a political entity, the same types
of extaordinarily stringent times;
is ivory tower budgeting at its
worst, and that's what I said, and
I think it can be defended on the
facts???.
And not only did they
ask for a 24 percent increase, the
context of that 24 percent increase
is extremely antagonizing because
it represents a $50 million increase
in their budget, and yet they have
had absolutely no increase in their
number of students.
It isn't like the technical
college system which came to us
and met the guidelines and then
weaddedmoneybackand worked
with them. The technical college
system is an expanding system;
they're adding students: 80 percent
of their students come from New .
Hampshire, 90 percent of their
students stay in New Hampshire
and they've got an increase in demand- increasing enrollment.
The University System
has flat enrollment, and a decrease
in the number of applications- and
yet they need, under their theory
of budget management, a 24 percent increase translating into $50
million during some of the most
severe economic times that we'v~
seen in this state in the post-World
War II period. It reflected a lack of
managerial realism that I found to
be extraordinary.
TNH-Wasn't that in part
because of the two budget rescissions that the University has had
in the past year? Also, each time,
we have had an increase in tuition.
Gregg - It isn't as if the
University System has been
underfunded, or there hasn't been
proper attention paid to the University System .... The University
System has done extraordinarily
well and during these difficult
times it seems fairly reasonable to
ask them, since their enrollment is
not increasing, that they should
not expect a 24 percent increase
when we're going to be increasing
welfare mothers at 0 levels, when
we're going t_o be unable to do as
much as we'd like to do for people
whoareoutofwork, when you've
got the mental health community
with an equal demand taking a
cut in its budgeting functions. It's
just not realistic.
As for the tuition issue, I
think the students are getting short
changed and I said that also. Be
cause in the past, whenever
the system hasn't gotten their request from the legislature and the
legislature has decided not to fully
fund whatever their requset was,
then the University System has
turned around and said the heck
with you, legislature, we're going
to stick it to our students.
Well, I think that's totally
inappropriate, also. I suggested in
my speech that the legislature
should take back the authority on.
the issue of tuition increases and
not allow the University System
trustees to always turn to the students with tuition increases, but
force the University System trust-

-

ees to bring some management
accountability to the system and
get some productivity savings.
TNH - If you see a lack of
productivity, or dollars going to
waste, where do you see that happening? You mentioned the
chancellor's office. You've pointed
outthat many administrators have
high salaries, although they say
that, comparitively, their salaries
are at the mean.
Gregg - Well you know,
first off this 1et' s compare ourselves to another university, which
is doing the same thing, and comparing themselves to us is just absurd. I mean basicly that's saying
that we in the club are going to set
the price and then when anybody
says the club prices are wrong
we're going to point to our fellow
club membership_ and say that
we're just paying what the other
members of our club are paying.
I mean that's a game,
and it should be fairly transparent
to anybody who looks at it with
any substance. The fact is that the
salaries should be compared to
what the state prevailing wages
are. That'·s the appropriate comparison.
TNH - But will that allow us to remain competitive at
the national level?
Gregg - Well let's talk
about what attracts people to this
state. I mean we're nationally
competitive as a state, and one
presumes that our educational
system will also be nationally
competitive, because if we can attract people in the state government at reasonable wage levels, I
suspect the university system will
-: lso b~ ab 1P. to work at reasonable
wage levels.
The fact is you've got
thirty six people over there (hands
out a list) and I'll give you a list of
them, who earn more than the head
of our National Guard, our Attorney General, the head of our
Health and Human Services
Agency .... or for that matter the
governor. You'vegotthelibrarian
earning more than the head of
Human Services - a doctor who
is one of the leading national figures in his field ... You're paying
your lobbyist more than we pay
the head of the Department of
Transportation. Now there is a
skewing of salaries there.
Equally important is the
question of productivity. Your
average professor works twelve
hours a week, seven and ahalf
months a year ... That's what your
chancellor came in and testified to
that [ points out that this is classroom hours only), and then there's
a great deal more on top of that
I'm sure. I think you could get
more productivity. If you as a student, - if they're going to raise
your costs ten percent, shouldn't
they also raise the productivity
requirements ten percent of the
faculty ... of course they should.
TNH - When you say
productivity, could you be more
specific in terms of what you mean
by productivity ?
Gregg-I think you might
ask your professors to teach more
than twelve hours a week. If they
need a ten percent increase... why
not ask for a ten percent increase
in hours taught.
TNH - If you took all of
please see GREGG, page 9
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GREGG, from page 8
TNH - Do you think that
the trustees are fulfilling their obligations to the student body?
Gregg - I think that the
trustees are totally committed,
sincere, hard-working, people
who put an immense amount of
time into the institution. And my
disagreements are not with the
goals. I think that we all have the
same goals, which is to have UNH
be a competitive place... Our differences are more involved in their
idea of fiscal management of the
institution.
You've got to understand that the way the university
is set up, it's totallyidependent, I
don't have any control at all. I
think most of you students don't
understand this ... I cannot say,
and the state cannot say, and the
legislature cannot say and there's
no agency in the state government that can say to the university system 'You must manage
this building better, You must
manage this department better,
You must, or you should consider
doing this with your employees
here... We have absolutely no
control over the university system.
The only control we
have is that once a year we get to

of that is independent? Do you
see accountability as a problem
that would be there whether or
not economic times were tough ?
Gregg - I think tough
economic times make the issue
much more acute.
TNH - Then is there an
answer?
Gregg - The answer is
that the state is not going to give a
24 percent increase to the university system when they're giving
welfare mothers zero increase and
the mental health system a 2 percent increase...
TNH-Whatdoyou think
of Dale Nitzschke's ideas about
coupling research with incoming
businesses, particularly in this
economic climate. Do you think
that's far fetched ...
Gregg - Well, number
one, I'm probably not as much up
to speed as I should be... I presume what he's thinking about is
companies coming in and you
have a university system that's
research function is spinning off
from that of companies and integrating with comapnies coming
in ... I think that's fine, but I don't
think it should overshadow the
number one goal of the university
system, which should be to teach.

the salaries you were talking about
and cut them in half, how much of
a differnce would it make ?
Gregg - That's not the
issue. These salaries are more an
element of the symptom. You
know, you're not going to address
the problem on justthese thirty six
folks here, butt he symptom is that
you've got a system that does not
appear,on the administration side,
to have a whole lot of accountability.
It appears to take the attitude that we can always come to
the legislature and demand dramatically more than anybody else
who is looking to the taxpayers to
pay the freight ... twenty four
percent, nobody came forth with a
24 percent increase, the mental
health department didn't, the
safety dept. didn't, the people over
at Health and Human Services
who care for the elderly, the sick,
and the indigent didn't.
I mean what type of rationale is there behind that sort of
a request. The rationale is that 'we
don't have to be accountable'.
TNH-From whatyou're
saying I get the sense that a lot of
the problems with funding USNH,
or giving increases are relevant to
our economic crisis. But how much

write a check to the university system for a gross amount, multiple
millions, and so the only impact
wecanhaveonthesyst em up here
in Concord, 'Well your check this
year is going to be' ...

BOWL. from page
2
war and its coverage (or lack
there of) Dan Rather-Not said,
''You know it's not CNN policy to
criticize U.S. policy." At another
point, the power is shut off when
the commentators start talking
about the censorship that went on
during the war.
Amid celebrities and the
mindless watching of the war on
television, average people had to
deal with the realities of the war,
and they often found perplexing
feelings when they took the time
to sit and write them down. In
"The Gulf Bowl," the people who
might live next door to you or me
offered a serious view of the war
with the letters they wrote to family and friends.
Francine, who is the
mother of a soldier in the Gulf,
talks of the war protesters in the

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the worldff.Vtsa9 and MasterCarc.19
credit cards..... ln your name ... EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNFD DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCarde the credit cards you
deserve and need for-· ID-BOOKS-DEPAR TMENT
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testing
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• counseling and information
• practical support
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We Care!
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SHO P

.lY.larket ·st., .•

90 Washington Street
Suite 306B, Dover, NH
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NEWMARKET
STORAGE
*mini bins available
- all sizes
* Inside and outside boat
and auto storage
always available

UNHSumme r
Storage Special
Available
133 Exeter Road
Newmarket, NH

( 603)659-7959

I
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Seacoast Crisis
Pregnancy Center
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--FL 33022
- ------------224026,HOLLYWOOD,
STUDENT SERVICES,BOX
--------YES!

THE

.....
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d

o turn owns!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

town square and how they disturb her as she is trying to contend
with her son fighting in the war.
Francine is glad her son is fighting
in the war, but is still worried about
him.
As one woman's letter
illustrated, conflicting viewpoints
on the war can create a mini-war
of their own. The woman, who
does not support the war, finds
herself fighting with her father
who supports it all the way and
does not want to hear anything
different.
Another letter, from a
nine-year-old boy, points out how
even nine-year-olds can be more
mature than world leaders when
it comes to solving disputes. The
boy said he and his classmates
would have sat down together and
discussed their problems until
. they were solved, instead of
jumping into a senseless war.
Feelings, shmeelings, we
won! 300,000 to 173 said Dan
Rather-Not.
However, not everyone
was content with the game's end.
"We're going back to
pro-wrestling," said some of the
fans at the end of the game who
were disappointed that the
promised nerve gas and chemical
weapons never came into the picture.-

RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOTTUB ROOM RENTALS
AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area. and Stereo in !ach Tub ~oom • _Suite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furmshed • Jmces & DISposable Bathing Suits Available •
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CONTEST
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Student Life
Health and Human Services
Judicial Affairs
Academic Affairs
Students for the University ·
Residential Programs and Housing
Commuter and Greek Affairs

Have any gumption? Or gumbo? Better yet, can you write or take photos?
Write fiction, not photos, that is. We, the people of Main Street, are opening our
office doors (there are 23 of them) to you, the person whose work is just a notch
or two below New Yorker level. See, we're having this big contest, right? And it's
gonna be so intense and wicked, right? But only if we get your stuff, right? So,
submit your best work -- and please, submit only fiction or photos, because we
already have plenty of papier-mache busts of Jim "Hacksaw" Duggan --to Room
153, MUB, by April 12, or call 862-2734 for more info. Winners will get published
on shiny paper in our May issue, and will receive accolades by the fistful from
their peers. And, to you budding, blossoming, burgeoning or bungeeing photographers out there --WE PRINT IN COLOR! Unlike, say, some other publications
on campus that getyourfingers dirty when you read them. SO HURRY! HURRY!
GIVE US YOUR GOOD STUFF!
Your mom would sure like to see your stuff in print.
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Student Body President/
Student Bod~ Vice-President

Strafford Room, MUB, 12:30-2:00 PM April 11, 1991
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KKK, from page 13
"We want to be examples, positive role models, for
the entire community," said
Herman. "We want people to be
proud-we should all be proud
of who we are and what our
heritage is."
"I want people to be exposed to what the Klan is really
about, not what the media says
it's about," said Herman. "We're
as much an educational organization as UNH is," Herman
added.
Phyllis Bennett, associate vice president for University
Relations, disagreed with
Herman. "fhey (the KKK) have a
long history of prejudice and violence, and the University deplores
that," said Bennett.
Bennett said that any
group that wants to distribute
anything on campus must have a
permit from Public Safety.
Sanborn said, "Any organization, even though their
views are not in line with those of
the University, would have the
right to come on campus and distribute materials."
"They (the KKK) would
have the same rights as any other
group," said Sanborn. Sanborn
said he supported the right to
free speech.
· Student Body President
Brian McCabe, who first brought
the Klan literature to the attention
of the President's Cabinet, said,
"I don't agree with what they
(the KKK) are doing at all."
"I wish they weren't
coming," McCabe said, ''but we

have t~ recognize their freedom of people are black."
Senio
speech."
Dr. Anne La wing, direc- Cheryl Mitchell said
tor of Student Activities, said, "The "I understand thei
consensus among staff is that to freedom of speec
try and squelch it or stop it (the but it's really sad tha
KKK distributing literature on these groups stil
campus) won't do us any good." exist-that thes
"It's more important to get open people can't seetha
discussions going and give stu- all races can live to
dents all the information we can," gether."
Lawing added.
Herman, who first got
involved with the Klan when
working on the David Duke for
President campaign in 1988, said,
"There's nothing bad about Klan
members."
"As far as racism, standing up for your own race, I'm all
for that," said Herman. "Blacks
should stand up for blacks, and
whites should stand up for
whites."
''The Invisible Empire is
very strong in Canada, Europe,
even behind the Iron Curtain," said
Herman. "We're trying to build
up our race."
Junior Roxana Hopps
said, "What they believe in is
wrong in my opinion."
"I hope students aren't
receptive to them (the KKK)" when
they come to campus, Hopps
added.
Hopps, who is originally
from Washington, D.C., said she
hadn't heard much about the Klan
until she moved up here. "I think
the KKK feels much more comfortable around here than in a culturally diverse city like Washington, where the ~ajority of the

Be cool.
Writefor
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Stop by
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.Fre s
Remember you felt like as a First Year Student at UNH?
Alone?
Confused?
Insecure?
Nervous?

You CAN Make a differenc e!

Be a
FreshStart Volunteer!
Sign up in Residence Halls, Greek Houses,
or the Commuter Transfer Center

For more info, contact ·
Michael Bergeron, 868-9859
Non-Traditional Students interested in helping
other Non-Traditional Students, please contact
Lou Broad, 862-7502
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Student Body ·President/ .
Student Body Vice President
Elections

MEET THE CANDIDATE
HEAR THE ISSUES!!

EVERY MONDAY
$2.00
small cheese pizza
EVERY-TUESDAY
$1.95
small cheese pizza

Remember,
TAKE THE MINUTE!!

EVERY WEDNESDAY
$4.00
lg. cheese pizza & free drink
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BUDGET, from page 1
ments, said Dupont.
''The University has to
go through its own examination,"
said Dupont.
House Appropriations
Chairman Elizabeth Hager said
that the University System cannot
hope for any quick solutions to
the budget problems unless the
state can find a way of raising
revenues.
According to Hager,
there is an attitude that, "If you
tell them, it's OK, then it's OK."
Hager said the USNH
budget will depend upon the
abilityofthestatetoraiserevenues
and meet its costs, which would
come in the form of either a new
taxorsometypeoftaxreform. The
house and senate are currently
reviewing both an income tax bill
and a business profits tax.
"Obviously, we're not
getting any assistance from the
governor [ on the education issue]
... and there will not be an income
tax while he's governor, " said
Hager.
Hager said that she will
only advocate plans that identify
the realistic needs of government,
even though it might not be
popular during tough economic
times.
Hager said her opinions
have not always brought cheers
from fellow republicans. " I ' m
essentially saying that the emperor
has no clothes," said Hager.
Hager said that she

agrees with the governor's assessment that some of the salaries in
the system office are too high.
According to Hager, the
administrators within the system
should be .comparing their salaries to those of com parable jobs
within the state of New Hamp·
shire.
According to Hager,
there is an inflated notion about
what higher education should be
in terms of those who shape the
system. Hager said she believes
that someed ucators have lost their
focus on the education of the undergraduate.
Other legislators who
talked supportively about the
University System acknowledged
that the proposed budget cuts for
the University are an indication of
the economic crisis of the state and
not an assessment of their feeelings
about higher education.
New Hampshire State
Representative Merle Schotanus
(r&d, Grantham) said that the state
doesn't have a budget problem,
but a revenue problem.
Schotanus said that legislators have an obligation, both
ideologically and politically to
assess the state's budgets needs
with fairness and proper funding.
According to Schotanus,
the only way to fairly assess the
needs of different parts of state
government, including that of the
University is to looks at it in terms
of a priority, and to then guage
that priority against other priori-

ties of the state.
Scotanus said that the
proposed cuts or flat-line funding
for other state agencies such as
Health and Human Services are
going to make prioritizing very
difficult.
According to Schotanus,
he has no doubts about the im portance of higher education and its
role in providing a skilled labor
force and as an economic developer for the state.
And while others will
concede that the governor's
pointed disagreement with the
level of salaries at the system level
are not enough reason to make the
etnire system suspect, the USNH
system can expect that these issues
will only serve to exacerbate the
friction between legislators struggling with lower revenues and
USNH officials who say the budget is in adequate.
Senate Aide Mike Rose,
who also served as UNH Student
Body president, said that although
he isa supporter of the University,
"the governor is more than half
right. Until the trustees and the
systems office make a visible and
concerted effort to be frugal, and
that includes their own salaries,
they're going to be at lager-heads
with the state legislature because
of tough fiscal times."
(Editor'sNote:This is the
first in a two-part feature series
on the budget issue. The next issue
will feature USNH trustees, f acuity, and administrators.)
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KKK, from p~ge 1 - - - - - of itself, is very telling of some of
their activities."
Sanborn said, "I think the
KKK has had a history of violent
activities; activities that are antithetical to the mission of this institution or any institution."
Although Klan members
have not yet held an "education
and recruitment drive" on the
UNH campus, Klan literature has
been found around campus this
semester.
A pamphlet entitled
"Race and Integration: Scientists
Speak Out," found in a classroom
earlier this semester, prompted
UNH President Dale F. Nitzschke
and his cabinet to issue a letter to
the University community on
March 4, 1991. The letter stated
that even though the KKK "is
taking advantage of their freedom
of expression, which is guaranteed
under the constitution, it is important to recognize that the KKK
· has a history of blatant racism
which includes acts of violence."
Nitzschke'sletter, which
was unanimously endorsed by the
President's Cabinet, goes on to say,
"This is an opportune time to remind ourselves of our responsibility to maintain a social environment where people are free to
work and learn without fear of
discrimination of harassment.
Furthermore, we strongly deplore
any behavior that denigrates others and which is directly contrary
to the mission of this institution."

Herman, responding to
the letter, which was read to him
for the first time during an interview last week, said, "We have
not committed one single act of
violence within my jurisdictionI'm not a violent man."
Herman, who resides in
Exeter, explained that an "education and recruitment drive" would
involve KKK members going to
an area, handing out literature and
talking with anyone who's interested.
Sanborn said, '1t would
be healthy if members of the Klan
would be willing to come forward
and discuss things in an open,
controlled atmosphere." Sanborn
added, '1t's difficult for students
to respond to materials that are
found posted ona bulletin board."
Herman said there has
been negative feedback from
UNH, but this feedback usually
comes from people who are misinformed about the Klan. According to Herman, there are 62 to
68 different Klan organizations in
the country, each with different
philosophies.
Herman explained that
the organization he belongs to, The
Invisible Empire, is the largest
Klan group in the country. He also
said The Invisible Empire does not
tolerate acts of violence or illegal
acts of any kind.
please see KKK, page 11
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Progra1nming Fund Organization
is now accepting applications
m
m for the following compensated positions:

~

Coordinators

Become involved and help other organizations!!
For an application and more information:
Stop by room 124 in the MUB or call 862-1968
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TASk

Tip of the Week

..JlV

For essay exams: can you discuss each
of the important course topics? Are you
aware of which topics you might be
asked to ·compare and contrast'?

MAJOR, from page 4

UNH

Art history professor
class is in the same genre. Ulrich
also said there are many feminist Mara Witzling said the class is
theories and each would be made academically sound, because
genderisanimportantwaytolook
a part of the class.
at various issues in a critical way.

... RAPE ... ROBBERY ... MURDER
According to the F.B.I.
Crime Report, one violent
crime is committed every
19 seconds in the USA

Counseling Psychology

SOS SHRILL ALARM

ID'

PERSOOAL PROTECTIOO ANYOOE CAN AFFORD
.

One press of the

metal top cap and a 1
: ' .,. t
piercing,
.
~
ear-spliting
!
screaming Blast is
produced. &tough to
stop an attacker in
his tracks. It's a
simple aerosol.
Not harmful in any-way. No batteries
to wear out.
#4300 $13.95
f

(I 00% satisfaction guaranlCCd.)

THE IDEAL PERSONAL
EMERGENCY ALARM
The Flash-Alarm is a

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree:
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as
well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
clinical environment.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.

powerful flashlight - ~·, ....4
and blasting alarm ~ . ,c;.d ~
=f2.~~}:..
all in one! Slide the Mait,.
switch down for
instant-on ~
Alarm. Up and a
bright flashlight
beam lights your way. Operates on
two "AA" batteries.
#4305 $9.95

Northeastern
Universit~

P.J.'S Enterprises
Ntktct Ind

Nanuf■ FIMCICI

of ltFMrtfY Product,

Send Name/Address Check/Money Order
plus $1 .00 S/H

An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
institution and employer.

P.O. Box 829
Pelham, NH 03076
Write for free catalog

FRE E TREATS!!
Sponsore d by the UNH Health Service
~
Pharmac y
~
"f .in cooperation with Brooks Drug "f

Pois on Prev enti on
Wee k
Apri l s.. 15
R
Bring your old, expired, or unused medicines to the UNH Pharmacy and .
exchange them for a free treat. Help prevent poisonings.
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CANDIDATES, from page 4
Wertheimer and Spartichino focused upon a strong leadership to
guide the student body through
another year of, what they anticipate to be, administrative difficulties. Spartichino said the student
body does need a strong leader,
turned to Rob Varsalone, and said
that he was '1ooking forward to
him (V arsalone) being part of the
administration next year."
The Student Bill of
Rights, budget and tuition issues

lems have a common root, that's
what we want to attack."
Varsalone said he wishes to "form
and unite the ~tudent body into
one alliance and to get the apathetic majority to join." He said
that with a unified student body,
problems could be dealt with
through protests and rallies. He
illustrated his point by stating that
"If we(students) have no place to
park, we'll park on T-Hall lawn."
of
concerns
The

and campus safety were the predominant issues of the Garland/
Batty platform. Garland detailed
her desires to represent the student body and said she would do
"whatever necessary to save
money and to eliminate waste"
because "we can't rely on the state
of New Hampshire any longer."
The candidates were
asked how they felt about the proposed mandatory health insure for
next year. The mandatory health

.,.,. ..,~ ~-

•

,.:; .:_ ...~ :7 :... :::.:-:: : ~

insurance would cost students and
additional $350 per semester. If a
student has health insurance that
is approved by the University, he
would not have to pay the additional charge. Varsalone said that
he "didn't support anything that
was mandatory'' and that "tuition
and other expenses were high
enough." Lawrence said that she
predicted that the proposal is going to fail. Spartichino said that he
would not support an addit~on to
the present tuition. Garland and

Batty was the only ticket that is not
directly opposed to the proposal.
Garland said that they "don't want
to make a decision until we know
the student consensus" on the
proposal.
Aside from the issues, all
of the candidates emphasized that
they felt student body representation and unity, good leadership
and voting for the student body
president and vice-president; on
April 16and 17, wereimportantto
them.
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American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program
Now students can get the Card
and get 3roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express® Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.
Just look at the map and pick the place youtl like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

9

■™YEL

AnAmenca,,E~

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arrivinR soon

•

CDNTIN~NTAL

'complete terms and conditions or this travel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible £or fulfillment or this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' per£ormance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Compan)\ Inc.
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TAKE THE MINUT E...
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COMMUTE R/ GREEK SENATOR
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ONE CELEBRATION''
APRIL 17-20
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*
STUDEN T BODY
PRESID ENT/
VICE PRESID ENT
ELECTI ONS
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WORLD,

Wednesday - Breakfast in Bed and Wacky
Relays
Thursday - Outrageou s Obstacle Course
Friday - World Celebration featuring
D.J.'s of Natural Sound and Indoor Soccer
Tournamen t
Saturday - Carnival, Drive-in Movie, and
Fireworks

*

*

*

Coordinated by

CAB

1)

*

Funding by ·

PFO

*
Rocky H;orror - thariks to MUSO
Drive-in will be playing

Register for Wacky Relay races & Breakfast in Bed
all this week in the M UB or call the CAB office at
iC
862-3613
-{A
1

Coine to the MacFest
April 11th at the MUB
1O a. m. to 3 p.m.
Try out the new Macintosh® computers: the Mac® Classic®, the Macintosh LC,
and the Macintosh llsi. See the new StyleWriter.. in action. Lots of educational
demonstrations with specialists on hand to answer your questions. Of course,
lots of giveaways, too. Raffle prizes include t-shirts, Apple®watches and an
Apple briefcase.
-~"'

/'UNIVER SITY
Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Monday - Friday ·• 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. (800) 245-7773

l ~-- -~ -;

•

Style Writer
®Apple, the Apple logo, MacFest, Macintosh, Mac and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Oassic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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Here we go again, folks
God bless Abner Doubleday.
Without him, no one would have ever heard the sound of a bat cracking against a ball. No one would
have known what it felt like when the Red Sox were winning 6 to 2 at home as the sun sank lower in the sky.
Fenway Stadium would never have been built and kids would never have learned to play Little League.
When Abner Doubleday created baseball in the mid-1800s, I doubt he foresaw how much of a tradition
it would become. Only a few decades later, the first pro-league began.
Yesterday, more than 100 years later, yet another pro-league baseball season officially opened.
And what an opening day it was. The Red Sox were home. They creamed the Toronto Blue Jays 6 to 2.
It was every fan's dream. A 70 degree day, an unbeatable lineup. And all I was thinking was, this is it.
This is the year, the Sox are going to break the curse of the Bambino. The last series, the Sox won was
played in 1918. Coincidentally, Babe Ruth left soon after to play for the Yankees. Many say Ruth put a curse of
the Sox when he left. If the legend is true, it explains a lot.
For the past 73 years, the Red Sox's players have tantalized their fans. Last year, for example, they were
on their way toward stardom. People were planning the post-series celebration. It was going to be awesome:
dancing in the streets and 75-cent beers at local bars.
Slowly, the Sox began to hit up against bad luck. Players started getting injured. Pitcher Roger Clemons
hurt his arm and was eitherout of the game or pitching part time. The curse? You decide. And then, after making
it all the way to the series, the Sox sent its fans reeling when the Oakland X s made them look like amateurs. Was
this Babe Ruth's sadistic way of making the team pay?
Boston relaxed. It was over and the Sox had lost again. A lot of fans wondered why they stuck with the
Red Sox; why they thought that last year was going to be different . It's hard to imagine that a team could lose
73 consecutive series. And then I realized.
Winning isn't what the Sox are all about. It is the crack of the ball against the bat, the smell of popcorn
drifting through the air and the feeling of unity as the crowd roots for its team. No matter how many series, the
Sox lose, their fans will al ways support them. And who knows? Maybe this year new legends will lick the curse
of the Bambino.
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ter. I cannot compete in such a
discussion. Yet it seems clear to
me that the minor in question will
indeed make better citizens of
those who pursue it. According
to Fitzgerald, "the citizen obeys
the laws and takes part in the deliberations which frame those
same laws." But how can a citizen
adequately and effectively take
part in deliberations about war
and peace if that citizen has never
been schooled in such ideas? I state
again: the War and Peace Studies
minor can do nothing but make us
better citizens, for as Fitzgerald
has pointed out, it is the duty of
each of us to join in the deliberations that determine whether· or
not our fellow citizens will be
forced to kill and die. Professor
Fitzgerald's letter concludes its
first paragraph with one of his
usual witty personal attacks, this
time on the proponents of peace. It
lacks, however, the usual effectiveness.
Professor Fitzgerald goes
on toattacktheattackers.Namely,
he criticizes those who actively
oppose the regime by undertaking
such endeavors as "burning draft
cards, pillorying the police, seizing
buildings, or vandalizing property." It is not unlike Fitzgerald to
equate burning draft cards with
vandalizing property. Such comparison leads to an at least partial
downfall of his argument. What is
more, when one considers the
importance of the former acts in
raising the consciousness of
America in the 1960s and 1970s
and the subsequent end of the
Vietnam War, it seems clear that
Fitzgerald's idea of a good citizen
isa person who does nothing more
than vote in the face of suffering
and lawlessness (e.g., the bombing
of Cambodia by American B-52s
and the My Lai massacre during

the same war), despite the fact
that more ardent forms of voice
could prevent (and has prevented)
unnecessary pain and death.
Fitzgerald's letter continues by telling us that those who
resist the regime cease to be citizens, and that "the resistance" is

only necessary in a "diseased and
oppressive" regime. Despite the
fact that Rev. Martin Luther King
did resist the regime, I refuse to
believe.that he was not a citizen. In
fact, it was through his resistance,
and that of so many others, that
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of female students? Yet these advocates Stanley Fish, chairman of the English Deseem unaware that their promotion of cul- partment at Duke and a self-described
tural relativism distances students from "academic leftist."
those principles that prevent not only exFor Fish, texts are example of
ploitation and tyranny but also sexual vio- "nothing but manipulation and power."
lence: The advocates seem unable to grasp When asked if the First Amendment is not
that directing students to other cultures, an example of more that mere power, he .
while attacking and dismissing their own, responds "Free speech? Yeah tell me ansets students morally adrift thereby en- other one." When asked to explain his aphancing the attraction and likelihood of proachand his "academicleftism" he states,
subjugation and coercion.
"I want them (students) to do what I tell
This is not to say that diversity them to." He continues, "I wantto be able to
advocates prefer principles of other cul- , . . ,. .·~•'
walk into any firs~-rate. faculty
tures to those of equality, rights and ;~fi!;;.,~:
anywhereanddommateit,shape
conse~t. ~eir promotion_ of multi- _;('~:~: .,:.· Y:i)~fti;- it to my will_. l' 1;1 fascinated by
culturism is not to open society to the ': ~~,:., . .,v"" • ••
my own will. Now, beyond
principles of opposing cultures but ,./:!,;.
~}~} the fact that Fish's leftism has
to assist subcultures but to assist / ~ . ~ .•.⇒·
~ becomeindistinguishablefrom
subcultures in attaining positions of
· ·-~ ,;~ : •:
the credo of Adolf Hitler or
political power. Hence, while pretendSaddam Hussein, I am hard pressed
ing to endorse cultural pluralism, they 1 ~
:·•: .:\
to think of any statement that
retain and radicalize principles of J/>..
\~ -,·.:-. could better justify, if not prowestern culture for political pur- '\ '.:
mote,sexualviolenceandrape
In r~cent editions of The New prominence through its usage by Marx, poses. Thus, in themidstofcallingfor · ·--.~ -::>< y=
p· · than this one. Indeed therapist
Hampshire , considerable space has been ideology assumes that the principles of lib- anappreciationofdiversecultures-most _ . ·. -~ ·\ ·~ · contorts everything to his will
devoted to the increasing problem of sexual eral democracies-equality, rights, and of which, if not all, are sexist, racist and including his intended victims. Their pleas
violence on campus. There are calls from consent-are in reality nothing more than homophobic-they publicly admit that we for compassion and mercy are only subjecmany quarters to rid the campus of vio- the means by which one class conceals its cannot tolerate sexist, racist, and ti~e opinions, which exist outside himself.
lence against women, to "take back the economic exploitation of another. They are homophobic cultures. This leads them into Consumed with his own reality, he finds
night" and to guarantee a safe environ- weapons of oppression and hence need to doublespeak;theycharacterizeas "diverse" every reason to impose his will upon 0thment for our students. Realizing that they be exposed and destroyed. Now, my ques- only those cultures that conform to their ers.
cannot always go accompanied in moving tion is simple: If such principles only mas- hidden ethnocentric agenda. This inconsisIt is perplexing why those who
about campus, concerned students have querade as moral, if they only clothe our tency is not without consequence. The send such messages fail to realize that their
turned to administrators and professors. class interests, then who should students weapon they forge to assault the "domi- words undermine restraints against vioStudents have asked them to address this take their guidance or direction from? As nant class" of western culture is self-de- lent behavior. While they might adamantly
problem in convocations and in classes. Marx has shown, the ideological view of the structive. If all cultures are relative or if declare their opposition to sexual violence,
They quite properly see that the remedy world makes the discussion, let alone the western culture is inherently oppressive,. they fail to see that if moral principles are
for such violence must go beyond punish- observation, of morality meaningless. What there is no reason to salvage the principles nothing but arbitrary constructions, then
ing the action. It must change the thinking is necessary is not to interpret and discuss as well. Since diversity advocates have no there is no reason to pay any attention to
of those intent on committing the crime.
the world but to change it. Thus, it is not an response to this criticism, they proceed not such declarations. Perhaps this is the reaYet to change the thinking that accident that as all thought has been re- to discuss their assumptions but to insist son they cease discussing the issues and
leads to violent behavior, we need to im- duced to
upon them. turn all their attention to coercing others
part messages that are consistent and clear. ideology,
They
set into accepting them. If speech is only an
instrument of the will, then manipulation
11
Most of all, the messages need to embody ~ the Unia
b
o
u
Rules and restraints-textual , legal, moral- are changing thet and
coercion is its purpose. The boldness of
moral conviction. Unfortunately, the Uni- versity
nothing but conventions, which inhibit the cre- University Fish's remarks lay not only in their shockversity is proving itself unequal to the task. has beAdministrators issue statements directing come the
irrespective ing nature but in explicitly stating the ineviative impulses of the self. 11
students to respect the rights of others but site of a
of whether table conclusion to which he is drawn.
What makes today's sexual viothese are often perceived as empty utter- fiercepoWarren Brown, UNH associate professor the faculty
ances that neither recompense the victims 1it i cal
members lence against women so grave is that the
nor reach the perpetrators of crime. And struggle.
teach certain Univf;!rsity, despite all statements to the
while faculty members may inveigh against It is being waged by those full of passionate words and perspectives and to require stu- contrary, is a party to the crime. Through
sexual violence, their comments often re- intensity who want to coerce rather than dents to enroll in politically correct courses. endorsing the politicization of campus, it
main at the surface rather than arise from collaborate with their colleagues. Indeed, Beneath the celebration of diversity and concurs in an attack on morality that leaves
the center of their teaching. They
those holding this perspective set an ex- tolerance is a movement that seeks to recast perpetrators of crime comfortable in the
Faculty members teach that ample for others, yet it is not one of respect and politicize education through power, knowledge that moral restrictions are
merely conventional. They have been enwords cannot represent reality and that for rights but of zealous commitment and coercion, and conquest.
'
moral standards are merely conventional. pursuit of power-precisely the wrong lesYet, perhaps we can best see how lightened topenetrateand to flout "myths"
When confronted with the problem of son to remedy the problem of sexual vio- politicized teaching of faculty members that teach one should love another or one
sexual violence, faculty members either lence.
contribute to the climate of sexual violence should respect the rights of others. These
retreat to moral platitudes that contradict
Unfortunately, this lesson is the by briefly examining the recent craze of have become foolish sentiments that are
their nihilistic pronouncements or they lasting one we are leaving our students. deconstructionism in literary circles. This merely the false consciousness of a class or
are reduced to rage - meeting one kind of One only has to think of the implications of latest nihilistic breeze blowing through the arbitrary creations of a culture. The
unbridled passion with another. The re- those politicized voices on campus who campus carries away all meaning leaving modern university has successfully reduced
sult is moral messages that go in one ear wish to dictate what faculty members teach amoral madness to inform the thoughts moral wisdom to meaningless words only
and out the other. The messages never and how they should teach it. A student and actions of students. It arises from the to discover the necessity of mouthing them.
lodge in the head because they are never listening to an advocate of "diversity" can- assumption that all works are nothing more Thus, they ring hollow and go unheeded.
issued from the heart.
not help but hear that our culture and its than the constructions of the reader. There One is tempted to recall a passage of the
To put it simply, the University principles are ethnocentric. They cannot is no objective intention of the author that "Eurocentric" playwright Shakespeare
cannot make an effective case
help hear that we are arl im- guides and limits the interpretations of whose character came to the illuminating
against sexual violence because
perialistic and oppressive readers just as there are no objective moral yet horrifying realization that "Words
it increasingly undermines
society, and that en- principles that guide and limit the actions without thoughts never to heaven go." This ·
moral principles that conlightenment de- of individuals. A text, as a life, is simply may serve to remind us that the danger
trol and restrain human bepends upon escap- what the individual chooses to make of it. disclosed by sexual violence goes beyond
havior. Many faculty
ing our parochial Justified as liberation from authority, this its immediate victims and the perpetrators
members, seemingly unperspective to doctrine not only deprives education of any of the crime. It extends into the soul of the
aware that their remarks
embrace others. meaning, moral or otherwise, but leaves modern university disclosing diseases that
contribute to violent action,
Recently, di- students thinking that they are accountable attack the meaning and purpose of sturoutinely and carelessly
versity advo- only to themselves. Rules and restraints- dents' lives.
identify morality with myth
cates have ex- textual, legal moral-are nothing but conWarren Brown is an
while teaching that self-rep licitly rejected ventions that inhibit the creative impulses
straint is opposed to freedom
individualism in fa- of the self. They are objects to overcome in associate professor of
or liberation. They present the
vor of group rights. order to shape a work or a world to one's political science at UNH.
world not as a conflict between
lndivid ual rights, they desires. Arising out of this professed progood and evil-that would
argue, are only a self- motion of openness and creativity, emerges
sound naive and silly-but as
serving device by which the a fascination with power and a particularly
a climatic struggle between competmaster white culture enslaves insidious kind of dominance. Before my
ing "ideologies." Indeed, the term "ideol- racial and ethnic groups. Now, what would readers complain that I have misrepresented
ogy'' has gained such currency on college be the effect on students who are regularly deconstructionism and sounded an alarm
cam puses that it has come to symbolize all exposed to these doctrines? Would it make unnecessarily, perhaps they should listen
political and moral thought. Brought to men more or less likely to respect the rights to deconstructionism's American guru
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In a truly repellent act, he asked
Americans to pray fo r peace after
he had set the time-table for the
coming slaughter. The present catastrophe in the gulf is the latest

preferable to war." I would sugTo The Editor:
blacks reached a point where they
gesttothelearned professor that
Lance Corporals Jeff
were accorded the rights of citinot all sergeants and majors
Clifford and Jim Bailey write from
zenship. By resisting, they forced
would agree that discussing potheGulfto rebut Reverend Sloane
the regime to recognize that they
litical thought has virtue. But
Coffin'scriticismsofthewar.They
were in fact citizens. But, accordmany, if not most, especially
compare the treatment of prisoning to Fitzgerald, "one who
those who have gone to war,
ers of war by the two sides, and
adopts an heroic pose ..., who
would agree th<1;t discussing war
report a rousing welcome from
spurns the more mundane role
and peace is important.
the Kuwaitis. They feel that these
of good citizen and loyal op~The
letter
examplesofthewardemonstrate
sition, betrays a melodra- writer in question
that it was just.
matic and venal characadds that in deliberThose Iraqis able to surter." Martin Luther
ating peace, he
renderwereluckierthanmanyof
King was at times
would rather seek the
their comrades, although Kuwati
melodramatic and
advice of statesmen
troops under US command resome have even sugthantheadviceof"learned
portedly mistreated and even
gested that he did
professors." I am compelled
murdered prisoners. Most of the
suffer from a degree
to
remind
professor
Iraqis, however, never had a
of venality, but withFitzgerald that, despite their
chance. They broke and ran for
out his "heroic pose,"
"political prudence," it is
the border without a fight. British
the "loyal opposition"
and American aircraft immobiusually statesmen who get us
(African Americans) would still
into wars, or were Adolf Hitler
lized them, that is, prevented
be quietly s1tting in the back of
and Saddam Hussein once
themfromcomplyingwithBush's ·
the bus and politely struggling to
'1eamed professors?" Professor
ultimatum, and then pulverized
overcome the obstacles they enFitzgerald's wooden logic has
them with high-tech weapons.
countered when attempting to
These included terror weapons, ·
escaped me before. And it does
vote. According to Professor
sonow.ltispossiblethatmyplea
such as fuel-air explosives, clusFitzgerald, "all too often the hefor a course of study whose obter bombs and white-phosphoroic appeal to a higher morality
jective it is to teach peace will
rushowitzershells.Thosesoldiers
is a windy attempt to avoid the
prove less effective than profescouldn't even see their attackers,
responsibilities of citizenship."
sor Fitzgerald's protestations to
let alone surrender to them. EnThus Martin Luther King, Mathe contrary. But perhaps we will
gagements like that on the Basra
hatma Gandhi, Mother Theresa
highway were not battles at all;
and countless others (perhaps • experience one of those rare
events in which we do not take a
even Jesus Christ) may have been
They were massacres. The shockrhetoricians words for granted
ing fact is that more Iraqis were
merely making a "windy attempt" at avoiding their responand instead see them for what
killed trying to get home than
they are:
were capsibilities as citizens, such as they
fanciful, ,.......______,...,.,.,...,......,..__,.,.,.,..,.,.,......,.......,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,________,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.=:::,:::,""'
.,.,. ::.,.,..,
"' \
tured in the
were in so many cases.
Professor Fitzgerald
~~:::::.
:};J:j(:(::::: ;]: ::::::
rightly points out the fact that
··-:-:::::::•:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,,=:::,::::::::::, American
citizens (including students)
should undertake courses of
study to improve their rhetorical
skills. But why use this good notion to attack further the supporters of the War and Peace
Studies minor? Such a minor, like
so many others, will sharpen students' rhetorical skills. This seems
. clear enough. But even if it did
not, should we eliminate from
consideration a field of study that
is not the best at developing or
"sharpening" rhetorical skills?
Will Profe~sor Fitzgerald's field
it seems ))?':'::::::- ·.. • ·
of study, Political Science, pass
theperfect
the "rhetorical skills test" any
coalition
time to finally fmmalize a probetter that War and Peace Studforces were grateful that the
gram that emphasizes the study
ies? (The two disciplines sound
nightmareofoccupationand war
of war and peace. The decision to
awfully similar to me, and no
was over. If a combined Latin
end peace and resort to war is
doubt are.)
American army under a new
one that all citizens must try to be
After additional conBolivar drove US occupation
involved in. War is a grievous,
demnation of those who support
forces from Panama, it would no
weighty matter. The reactions of
the study of peace, Professor
doubt receive a joyous welcome.
the American public to the most
Fitzgerald concludes by confessIf an Arab army destroyed Israel
recent war may indicate a lack of
ing that he "never quite grasped
and then marched into the terriunderstanding in this regard. The
the virtue of discussing the abtories it has illegally occupied,
"War and Peace Studies" minor
stract desirability of peace." As
they might well be greeted by
is a good idea that should be put
indicated above, this is absolutely
cheering crowds, but that
true, despite the fact that Profesinto practice as soon as practiwouldn't make it right.
cable.
sor Fitzgerald's favorite topic and
Supporters of the war
Sincerely,
area of expertise, political
draw the issues narrowly and
Paul G. Harris
thought, deals with abstract noview recent events in a short time
tions all the time (perhaps too
frame because the big picture is
often). Practicality aside, is there
not comforting. Through the
not inherent value in studying
eighties, the Reagan and Bush
peace for its own sake? If there is
regime supported and encourvirtue in discussing the abstract
aged the Iraqi government in its
ideasofart, theology, poetry and,
arms build-up and its war of agyes, even political thought, can
gression against Iran. Bush was
there not be virtue in discussing
defending Saddam from conpeace? Fitzgerald tells us that
gressional democrats as late as
"even the stoutest sergeants and
July. After August, he feigned inmajors would agree that peace is
decision while preparing for war.
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Dale Barkey
Assistant Professor

Don't be
left behind.
Vote.
To the Editor:
On April 16 and 17,
students will vote for Student
Body President and Vice-President. The importance of this vote
can not be measured. We need
leaders who will stand up for student rights and go that extra step
when needed.
For the past two years
I've worked with the student body
presidents from Keene State
College, Plymouth State College,
and UNH. I've watched issues at
the three schools unfold and the
student leaders deal with them.
UNH is in at a critical point. We
can not sit back and let someone
else decide what is right for us.
We must inform ourselves of the
issues and make an educated vote.
The four sets of candidates running for this po~i~ion
are all qualified to do the job. I've
listened to their platforms and
found they are all well informed.
They know the issues that concern
us, and they have many great
ideas.
As the Student Trustee elect, (although I'm not endorsing
any particular ticket) I have given
my support to all the candidates.
They are all worthy of leading the
students.
TAKE THE MINUTE.
Vote for student body president
on April 16 or 17. Your decision
will make the difference.

'Wou[cf you

[iKf to put in

a persona[ or
a c{assifiei ?
Stop by the

BUSINESS
OFFICE
RoomllOB, MUB
or call 862-1323

I f y o_u wo uI d
.l ike to place
a personal
stop by Rm.
110B, MUB

862-1323

Matt Newland
Student Trustee - elect

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '91 ,
Valentine Smith House (4 apts)
Hamilton Smith House
(Red Tower, 8 opts)
J. Twombly House (3 apts)
John Giles House (4 apts)
Other single family houses
Two, three, four, five, and
six person units available.
Walk to campus facilities.
Off street parking. Heat
and hot water included.
Some units, Landlord
pays all utilities.

'9

***All RENTALS IN DURHAM***

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals
1-800-732-4817
CALL UP TO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION
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COME SEE WHER E ALL OF
YOUR FAVOR ITE COME DIANS
GOT THEIR START !

touring company

The rip-roar ing comedy show that
will knock you out of your seat!

rrfiursday, fllpri{ 11, 1991
7:30 'Jv['l1'13 P'l1'13
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Senate
Positions
available for
Next Year:

COMPARE & SAVE
•'

•'

......
!!!~fs~!!!!!!
~~ ~ ~
AJu·L«l

•'

..•'

Md,:s

•'

$69.95
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•'
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•'
•'

-RENT AL RATES-

•'
•'

•'
•'

Economy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

..
•'

7 In-House Greek Spots

30 commuter Spots
..•'

-:~:

::
'.:

~

;

etitions available in Room 130 MUB.
Return to Amy Papaioanou
or Ted grimbilas by
Friday, April 12, 1991
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Take a chance and
make a difference!
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per day

Weekly
159.95
179.95
199.95
249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

$59. 95

RATES INCLUDE:
*-A'lUnlimited
Mileage within New England
8-20 year olds--25% Surcharge Applies
* Must*have
full Coverage Insurance
Pick Up & Delivery
All new 1990- 1991 Fuel Efficient Models

t

We honor all major credit cards & cash.
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Daily
?4.95
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

WEEKEND STARTING
SPECIALS
AT
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SILVERST.
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Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP INN
Silver Street · & Spaulding Turnpike
(exit SE)
DOVER
742-2127

*some models slightly higher; rates subject to change.
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Yo! Bum Rush The MUB
Happenin' Hip-Hop at UNH
By Philip Fujawa Jr. and Ben Zipkin
Arts Editor/Forum Editor

showing startling ability on the microphone. His delivery
included voice-overs as well as originals and parodies of
popular songs. Dre, who served as DJ to the Beastie Boys
Yo! MTV Raps
at one time, provided an interesting blend of beats from the
Memorial Union Building
turntable. UNH got a glimpse of what may be on an album
4/5/91
this fall.
The stage, designed to look like the set from their
Ed Lover and Doctor Dre, hosts of Yo! MTV Raps series, gave the two room to roam as they threw rap trading
Today, brought their high-energy stage show to the MUB cards and Yo! t-shirts to the audience. Ed kept the crowd
last Friday, and presented rap music with their own dis- stirred up with his version of the Flavor Flav dance (new
tinct style. In a two-hour show that combined music, Flav style) and shook hands with many of the audience
videos, and their own special brand of humor, the duo members. It also provided a bit of space for the rap and
entertained while showing rap music as a positive tool for dance contests the show featured.
bridging racial barriers.
The show offered many would-be rappers an
"You don't go to school to learn to be an accoun- opportunity to step up onto the stage with Ed and Dre, and
tant, you go to learn how to make a difference," said Doctor deliver their rhymes to the audience while Dre dropped the
Dre, DJ for the two-man team, in an exclusive post-show beat. Several of the young hopefuls displayed poise and
interview. Before the show started he pointed out to the talent while facing a crowd of harsh critics. While some
members of the audience that they were old enough to performers were downright weak, others like Gee-Tuff
make a difference.
showed strong delivery of sound lyrics.
Ed Lover at Friday's show.
(O'Connor Photo)
Friday's show, part of the pair's national college
The stage also served as the stage for the Ed Lover
tour, gave students a chance to hear and dance to the best Dance C:ontest. After a brief demonstration by the <lance's
Both men said they were happy with their show's
of contemporary rap music, featuring songs by Public namesake and originator, the contestants got their chance success and its popularity is confirmed by the fact it will be ,
Enemy, L.L. Cool J, and De La Soul, among others. The to shake and twitch their way in Ed's mold. The results expanded to an hour in the near future.
result was an electrifying good time.
were hilarious. Several students gave it their best shot but
The two will continue to tour on and off throughOne of the most interesting parts of the show was fell short of the mark set by the two finalists. The final out the year, touching base at campuses all over the counthe suprising amount of live rap music with Ed Lover honors were taken by a youngster whose comedic flair try, and quite possibly in others. Other campuses can only
edged out_the other contestant's accuracy. Tough hope for a scintillating performance like the one here
break Nate.
Friday night. Hopefully Ed and Dre enjoy their work as
Friday's show was an unqualified suc- much as we do.
cess, From the lights, to the sound, to the audience
When asked about the best part of his job, Ed said
participation everything went extremely well. it was the people that he gets to meet that he wouldn't
Ed and Dre were both very dynamic performers outside of his job. After Friday night these two reporters
and their interaction with the audience was know what you mean.
nothing short of amazing. The
audience was active, something
unusual for a UNH audience, and
added greatly to the shows success.
When asked to rate UNH
as an audience Ed said they were
a ten and that Texas' sold-out
show was only a seven.
Many people fail to realize the importance of the Yo! MTV
Raps shows. As hosts of five
weekday shows and a weekly
countdown show, Ed and Dre
bring contemporary rap artists
to the attention of a mainstream
audience. They provide a link
between rap groups and a large
audiencethatmaynotbe reached
by commercial rap radio. In their
own way Ed and Dre, along with
their Yo! counterpart Fab Five
Freddy, are as important as the
acts that they promote.
Even off stage the two
seemed to share the same
friendship they have on their
show, complete with good-natured jibing.
Ed Lover dropping science.
(Fujawa Photo)
On the wheels of steel, Dr. Dre.
(Fujawa Photo)
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sixties' blues rockers1 Cream (which featured a "slow-handed" guitarist by the name ofEric
Clapton).
"Dropping Some NYC," the next hard cut, is sandwiched by two pretty tunes,
"100 Years" and "Crystal Flame." "NYC'"s lyrical vapidity of the telltale tab is redeemed
Blues Traveler
by the vague but very dedicated description of mystical inspiration in "Crystal Flame," e.g.
''The blues is the sound a baby makes when it cries for the first time," "when the song is close at hand/ that frozen amber fills my vision/ letting the brightness
according to the barrel-chested John Popper, frontman for the New York-based take command .... And though I utilize its grandeur/ It does not belong to me."
"Crystal Flame" is followed by "Slow Change" with its curves of soothing, gospelmusical outfit, Blues Traveler. And the blues is just one of the many sounds this two
like cadence.
Meanwhile,
year old ensemble makes,
·
·
"Warmer Days" wastes those who
given a studio, stage, or even
wallow in their wicked winter
park as in Oliver Stone's The
wonderland before "Gotta Get
Doors.
Theband'sself-titled
Mean" spells out a formula for
debut for A&M showcases an
survival "in this vale of toil and
array of styles ranging from
sin." But Blues Traveler's peak is
definitely the desperately renfunk to folk and from reggae
to rock, anchored in the discidered "Alone" with its hungry
plines of jazz which, Popper
Howlin' Wolf coda called "Sweet
says is like "ninja training." In
Talkin' Hippie" ('"cross your killing floor/ gonna come a little
fact, singer-harp player Popcloser/ cause you know I want
per, bassist Bobby Sheehan,
and drummer Brendan Hill
more").
attended various musical
I started down the wellschools including Berklee and
travelled road to unlimited devothe New School of Jazz and
tion of all Dead-ish sounding
Contemporary Music. The rebands when I caught Blues Travsult is an outrageously tight
eler at the Channel in Boston last
outfit honed to a dangerous
Thursdaynight. The Channel was
degree of appeal by the savvy
the first stop on a two-and-a-half
stringmanship of Bowiephile
week tour of the Northeast before
the band goes back into the studio
guitarist Chan Kinchla.
Blues Traveler, conto record their second album. The
taining eleven songs which
two-and-a-halfhourperformance
was sterling, marred only by mytotal almost an hour of listenself becoming mired in the
ing pleasure, begins with the
shiny, happy, hippie hop "But
machinations of getting through
Anyway" and some ironies of
,
the club's door past one power
modem day existence like "I
Bobby Sheehan, Chan Kinchla, John Popper, and Brendan Hill, blues travellin' (Courtesy Photo)
hungry doorman. Everybody
see a new day dawning/ I like to sleep late, oh well." "Gina," a tale of a rock & roll who had endured the same irritant apparently brushed off the memory once they found a
queen, is the work's next groove, but "Gina'" s successor called "Mulling It Over" is the warmer climate inside. There were no crybabies leaving the Channel that night- just
work's first scorcher with Popper belting out lines like Jack Bruce for those unbeatable Deadhe;;ids with the good feeling of the blues.

by J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
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By Bill Cote
Arts Reporter
Cocteau Twins
Boston University

If you had gone to the
Walter Brown Arena at Boston
University last Wednesday to see
a fantastic stage presence or an
amazing stage show, then you
most likely would have been disappointed by The Cocteau Twins.
A_lthough I had never
seen the Cocteau Twins live, I had
seen Lush recently at the Paradise
_and I had read a reviewinRolling
Stone , of a November Cocteau
Twins show at the Beacon in New
York. Lush, a harder and perhaps
more electronic version of the
Cocteau Twins, wasfarfromlively
and animated in concert. The
Rolling Stone review by Michael
Azerrad had concluded by saying
that "the Cocteau twins are better
heard than,>een." So, why go you
ask? Good question.
I debated for days before
ordering my ticket and dishing
out nearly thirty dollars after
ticketron had finished adding on
all their service charges. The November shows at both the Beacon
and the Orpheum had been sold
out.Theaudience,aton lyonethird
capacity, wastheonlydisappoin tment of thP. show. I was not the
least bit disappointed with the
sound.
My front row vantage
point, almost directly in front of
lead vocalist Liz Fraser, allowed
meto watch closely the art of making beautiful music, beautiful, live
music. Being as close as I was to
the stage biased my critique of the
whole experience. Had I been a
few rows back, I would never have

been able to see the way that Liz,
with her surprisingly petite frame,
was able to produce sounds like a
songbird. At points she caused
her voice to reverberate, coo, and
quiver. Although the band uses
programmed drums and synthesizers, there didn't appear to be
any computer magic surrounding the reproduction of her voice.
This is clearly a musician who
knows how to play her instrument, even live, to near perfection.
The stage was simple,
·with Fraser at center and the rest
of the band balanced a few paces
behind her. On one side of Fraser
was a guitarist and a bassist and
on the other side was another guitarist and a computer operator/
guitarist. Unlike the Beacon show,
the sound mix did not appear to
"swamp" Fraser's vocals.
In addition to her duties
as lead vocalist, Fraser serves as
what could be called an orchestra
conductor. An earphone, hidden
under her nearly shoulder-length
hair, seemed to provide her with
an overview of how the sound
was coming across to the audience. At various points during
the hour and a quarter-long show,
she directed changes in audio
levels to keep sound quality intact. It was not difficult to see,
through her facial expression and
hand signals, when something
was not to her liking. Although
she made few movements aside
from flapping one of her arms
and beating her chest and leg, her
roles as musician and director
kept me intrigued and entranced.
Arriving late for the
show, I missed almost all of the
Boston-based opening act Galaxy
500. When I asked someone next

to me how the opening act had
been, she simply replied that they
were "not so upbeat that it gave
you a real headache." I wasn't sure
exactly what this meant, so I left
the whole subject alone and waited
for the stage crew to finish making
preparations for the Cocteau
Twins.
As I watched the stage
crew preparing the stage by placing song lists and guitar picks, I
saw an additional, and perhaps
unusual, item placed on a table at
the rear of the stage-a bottle of
Cloraseptic. I had visions of a
concert, relying upon strong vocals, failing miserably because of a
sore or tired throat. To me, this
was perhaps an omen of doom.
At almost exactly9:00 the
lights went down again and the
smoke began to roll across the
stage. Then, during a slight hush,
the computer program began to
play "Dials", the flip-side of the
"Heaven or Las Vegas" single. The
calm sea of the mostly black
leather-dad audience transformed
intoatempestasthemu sicbecame
louder and the band took the stage.
The band members waved calmly
to the audience as they began to
don their instruments and move
into the positions that they would
occupy, with little variation, for
the remainder of the show.
As Fraser approached
her microphone, someone yelled
out "Happy Birthday Liz!!"; she
responded by laughing lightly and
smiling warmly, one of the
evening's few interplays with the
audience. When Fraser began to
presentthesong "Blue Bell Knoll,"
the beauty of her voice nearly
made the relatively conservativelooking male person standing next
to me faint dead away. The audi-
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ence swayed and rocked slowly
back and forth as the perfectly
blended sounds moved into their
ears. The etherial sounds moved
the audience away from the Las
Vegas realities of their lives to the
sounds of heaven. Sounds pretty
sappy, but I thought it was the
case nonetheless.
The main set consisted
of twelve songs. Seven of these
came from either their newest
(major label) release Heaven Or
Las Vegas, or from their 1988 4AD
release Blue Bell Knoll. One audience member, having traveled
down from Portland, Maine, had
seen the November show at the
Orpheum and was pleased to see
a greater balance of the old songs
with the new. It was not so surprising to hear the song "Lorelei"
which is a perennial favorite from
an early release called Treasure.
"From the Flagstone" from Pink
Opaque and "Orange Appled"
from the Love's Easy Tears EP,
were other predictable selections.
"Sugar Hickup", a fun, nonsensical song which repeats "Sugar
Hickups on Cheerios, Sugar
Hickup", was a surprise-at least
for me.
Throughout the first
seven songs of the first set Fraser
never reached for the Cloraseptic,
although she did stop several times
to take a drink. Although I noticed
no signs of a failing or ailing voice,
I began to listen even more critically to her voice; half-expecting,to
hear some change to take place.
She had begun to use the
Cloraseptic after the seventh song.
The last song of the
twelve, the title song from Heaven
Or Las Vegas, finally revealed a
certain weakening of her voice to
a point which left me wondering if

PAGE

she would be able to return for an
encore. When in fact she did return for the first encore she announced something to the audience to which we could only shout
back "What did you say?" I suspect she had alluded to her voice
and the struggles she was having
with it. The first song of this first
encore was ''Pink Orange Red"
from the Tiny Dinamine EP. Here
still, Fraser's voice was not quite
up to par. By the end of the song
and certainly by the start of the
second song of this encore, which
was either "I Wear Your Ring"
from Heaven Or Las Vegas or
"Aikea Guinea" from Pink
Opaque, her voice had miraculously returned to its full force.
The stage crew shook their heads
to the audience as if to say "forget
it, go home,they won't do another
encore for such a small audience."
But this small audience was relentless, they were not going to
settle on one encore and even
though the song list had included
onlyonesongina planned second
encore, the audience's enthusiasm
was able to convince the band to
add "Love's Easy Tears" from the
EP of the same name, as their finale. I heard no negative comments about the show from anyone
as I was leaving. One question I
did hear voiced, which I thought
especially interesting, was "I
wonder if Liz stutters or
stammers? ... she has that kind of
nervous blinking that people who
stutter usually have." One thing
for certain, Liz Fraser's singing
was far from being impeded by
anything as far as I could tell. I
didn't care about the question one
way or the other, I had just spent
seventy-five minutes close to musical heaven. I'd see them again in
a heartbeat.
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Darling newcomer, Andrea

(Album Photo)

Arts Reporter
The Darling Buds

Crawdaddy
Columbia

If Blondie had made
music in the '90' s as opposed to
the late '70' s, Crawdaddy may well
have been the result. The debut on
Columbia records by The Darling
Buds is a trip back to a time when
life was supposedly simpler. Lead
vocalist Andrea's voice sounds as
if it could have come from the
throat of Deborah Harry. Her appearance is likewise remarkably
similar to the ex-Blondie
frontwoman. Despite the similarities The Darling Buds are not
Blondie clones. Theinfluenceupon
The Darling Buds is strong, but
they are a self contained group
with their own style and agenda.
The ten-song Crawdaddy
showsthegroup'smanystrengths,
not least among them are Andrea's
and Harley's songwriting abilities.
Dealing with a variety of subjects,
Crawdaddy is a mix of guitar propelled tracks and slower balladlike songs. The band itself seems
to want little to be known about
them. Nowhere on the album do
they state their last names, simply
saying that "Andrea sang, Harley
played the guitar, Chris played
bass and Jimmy hit the drums."
This adds to their mystery and
makes The Darling Buds that much
more interesting.
From Andrea's alluring
introduction on the first track "It
Makes No Difference" one envisions a siren luring her prey towards unknown danger. The lyrics seem to justify this impression,
and the guitars tell of the doom
that awaits if one continues to listen. Andrea presents herself as the
perfectseductress,oneofhermany

S-isters
By David Karjanen
Arts Reporter
Sisters of Mercy
Citi Club

After a five year touring
sabbatical and three years since a
domestic release, the Sisters of
Mercy brought their pent up energies to an anxious sold out Citi
Club last Friday. Creativemainsta:
Andrew Eldritch and a new lineup, including former Sigue Sigue
Sputnik bassist Tony James and a
drum machine aptly named
Doktor Avalanche, (the fusillades
of percussion are more than noticeable), were nothing less than
expected-dark, moody, and
emotionally tortured. The music
has evolved measurably since the
early import EP's, but the Eldritch
contrived aesthetic remains the
same.
Shrouded in a chemical
cloudbank, Eldritch' s trademark
aloof, Peter Murphyesque demeanor seemed to thaw a bit as the
band tore into ''This Corrosion"
and the floor responded, bodies
flailing, people lifted and carried
stageward. Heeven stooped down
to take a request jokingly adding

"We may have to practice a bit."
No practice required.
Although the disappointingly
short 17-song, 95-minute set lacke<
the intensity of their earlier material, the performance was right on
the mark. From subdued industria
tones to the sharp guitars of Tim
Bricheno and Andreas Bruhn, and
Eldritch's relentless, apocalyptic,
shell'-Shocked vocals, everything
worked. They even surprised with
two covers: the Rolling Stone's
"Gimme Shelter" and Dolly
Parton's (yes, Dolly Parton's, really) "Jolene" almost mimicking
the earlier sentiment of the introspective "Alice". Notably missing
was their most successful recent
single "More", perhaps being left
out in a bit of artistic license.
Almost antithetical was
the warm-up set by Danielle Dax,
whose bright and cheery neo~
psychedelic pop finished off with
their popular "Cat House". Although they were very diverse
and interesting, combining the occasional electric violin and sitar
samples they lacked the precision
of the Sisters, but nevertheless
were a pleasant preparation for
the harsh, somber headliners.

"Tiny Machine" shows

the innocent side of the blond
leader of the band. She conjures in
one's mind the personality of a
young girl who has recently lost
her mother. With such lyrics as '1
look in my favorite book, but
there's nothing to tell me a story,"
the song comes to life, making its
impression on the listener. The
feelings of loss and anger at the
dead parent are obvious, and can
be understood. Despite the depressing subject matter "Tiny
Machine" is very listenable, and
will not bear one down.
"Crystal Clear'' is perhaps the single reason for The
Darling Buds current success. Due
to its popularity on college and
alternative radio stations and the
video's performance on MTV' s 120
Minutes, Crawdaddy has sold very
well. Discussing the effect of drug
abuse on close friendships, it
shows the desire of the friend to
make the user's problem crystal
clear, despite his or her denial.
"You Won't Make Me
Die" is an engaging acoustic ballad about young love. Harriet
Wheeler (The Sundays) seems to
have lent her vocal style to this
song. The range of Andrea's voice
is shown with more than acceptable results.
In the area of music, The
Darling Buds are no slouch either.
Tracks such as the blissful "Fall"
and the enlightening "A Little Bit
Of Heaven" prove this well.
Harley is the obvious leader of the
musical part of The Darling Buds
ensemble. His talent is obvious
from the first song, and his part in
songwriting is impressive. Chris
and Jimmy provide the able
rhythm section to fill out the band's
sound.
Crawdaddy is a view of
life meshing the experience of all

four members. It does not give
answers;TheDarlingBudsarenot

vain enough to believe that they
have them. They make observations, however and express them
through their music.
Because the album is
produced by Stephen Street, one
time song writing partner and
producer for Morrissey, one might
expect it to be morbid. Nothing
could be farther from the truth.
Crawdaddy is consistently upbeat
and entertaining. Despite the
sometimes depressing lyrics, the
energy released by the music tends
to lead one away from them.
Love, often the subject of
music, is addressed in "Honeysuckle." Unlike many ballads, it
only hints at the subject. "Talk to
me, say secretely the things that
you hide inside." This indirect
approach makes the message
much more powerful. .
The tale behind "Do You
Have To Break My Heart" is obvious. Unrequited love has been
sung about, almost as many times
as cars and women, yet it is much
more engaging than most.
"Inside I'm dying, and I
don't really care who knows,"
expresses "So Close". Unreturned
love is examined from the lover's
point of view. The song is surprisingly energetic, considering
the subject.
One would expect that
an album would be diminished
when it deals with so many important issues, but that is not the
case with Crawdaddy. It sounds like
the effort of a group who has had
much experience playing together.
The Darling Buds have opened a
door to the world of musical talent
which will hopefully be propped ·
by their next effort.
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FOR
SALE
1986FordEscort. Wellmaintained.
Nevera problem, many new parts.
Asking$2000. Call Kim. 746-6712.
IBM Laptop Computer and IBM
Graph Pro Printer. Asking~ ~O
each. call Kim 749-6712.
Black 1985 Cutlass Ciera
Oldsmobile limited mileage on
New Engine. New brakes. New
paint job. A/C AM/FM Stereo.
Looks and runs great. $2950. or
best offer. Call 433-1975 after 5 PM
or leave message.
1986 Plymouth Horizon $350 or
B.O. 743-6772 Jenn. Leave a message.
"WATERFRONT" home for sale
by owner. _C ustom built Cape.
Three bedroom, two bath, large
covered porch, in town location.
300+ foot frontage on Downings
pond, sandy beach, good swimming, and fishing. Great retirement home in New Durham, NH.
(603) 522-8065 -Richard Benner.
WEDDING AND PROM SEASON
IS UPON US! Visit AV AT AR. Fine
preowned clothing; Finch Plaza,
Portsmouth Avenue, Exeter, New
Hampshire. Excellent quality preowned clothing at a fraction of the
cost; Women's Children's (infants
-6X), men's and accessories. Hours:
Tuesday - Saturday 9:30-5:00,
Thursday: 9:30 - 7:00. Now open:
Sunday 12 - 4. 603-778-7245.

for sale. Price negotiable- Best offer. Call 862-5573 ask for Cathi.

tails and application. METRO
MARKETING GROUP.

1984 Pontiac Phoenix 6 cyl. automatic, sunroof, runs great, $1,200
b.o.1971 V.W. Pop-Top CamperCalifornia car, new engine, has
1,400 miles. $2,400.1986 Chrysler
LeBaronConvertible-Turbo4cyl.,
mint $6,200.

North Hampton Summer Recreation Program Director and Assistant wanted: weekday mornings,
July 1 -August 9. Teaching or recreation experience preferred. Send
resume and 3 references to Recreation Commission, Town Offices,
P.O. Box 710, North Hampton,
N.H. 03862, by April 29,

Samsung Microwave $75.00,
Xerciser (Rower & Cross Country) $75.00 Other misc items. Call
Jeff at 743-6496.

HELP

~

WANTEDNeed a job? Think about: painting, getting a tan, earning$, and
management posititions availManchester /Derry/
able.
Freemont area esp. take notice.
All welcome to apply. Call 1-800346-4649. College Pro Painters.
CHILD CARE POSITIONS
AVAILABLE: Weare professional
agency looking for dedicated,
loving childcare providers for
families in the Boston, MA area.
We offer training, excellent benefits and salary, plus time to explore New England. 1 year commitment necessary. Call The
Nurturing Nanny. 1-800-5528133.

'76 Ford Pick-up, BOK, 4 speed
manual needs brakes $400. '76
Cadillac - loaded with power everything, BOK - $1f00 - Dan 7434966.
35 Meal Card with 29 meals left-

Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and

Embroidery

lfflfiqJ,..lletlililB\f
Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc

.91.rtist on Staff

THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A
SUMMER CAMP: The American
Camping Association (NY) will
make your application avail. to
over 300 camps in the Northeac;t.
Exciting opportunities for college
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land and water
sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts
and crafts, drama, music, dance,
nature, tripping, R.N.'s, M.D.'s,
athletic, waterfront, and boating
directors. Benefits may include
college credit, travel expenses.
Experience or certification not
necessarily required. CALL OR
WRITE FOR APPLICATION.
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION, 12 West 31st Street,
New York, NY.10001, 1-800-777CAMP.
INTERESfED IN BECOMING A
STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESENfATIVE? Applications are
now available in the Admissions
Office, Grant House, and are due
on Friday, April 12. This is your
chance to share your UNH experiences with prospective UNH
students, develop valuable professional skills, and be an integral
part of the admissions process!

IJJ.RVICES I

HOUSING®'
Why leave Durham? Summer 91,
Summer Courses, Summer Job,
Why live at home? Affordable
Rates! Phi Kappa Theta. Call Dave
1-226-0928 Leave message.
FOR THREE PEOPLE - Nice two
& three bedroom apartments.
Within walking distance of campus. Call 868-6388.
DOVER - VERY LARGE THREEBEDROOM APARTMENT KITCHEN IS LARGE ENOUGH
FOR A TABLE - IN TOWN LOCATION - CLOSE TO COAST
BUS-HOTWATERINCLUDED$525. MONTH/RENT - RESIDENT PAYS FOR HEAT & ELECTRICITY. CALL 742-6242.
Female roommates needed to rent
house on Young Drive for next
year. $1155 / semester plus utilities per person with six people.,
Leave a message at 862-5786.
3 bedrooms in a restored colonial
in Dover, living room, kitchen,
bath. $595 included heat and electricity. 3 bedrooms. living room,
kitchen and bath in Dover. $395.
plus utilities. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m.

September year round rentalHampton Beach Three bedroom
house fully furnished. $550./plus
PROFESSIONAL WORD PRO- utilities. 617-246-1431 after 6:00
CESSING AND TYPESETTING
p.m.
FOR REPORTS, THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, TAPE TRAN- Corner of Madbury and
SCRIPTION, LASER PRINTING. Edgewood, 2 furnished single
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE, bedrooms with shared bath and
QUICK RETURN. JANET BOYLE kitchen privileges in faculty home.
659-3578.
Off street parking-91-92 academic

Wanted for Summer -helper for
handicapped person. $6.25/hr.
No experience necessary. Part or
full time. Call Dan at 692-4764.

SPRING SPORTS SALE- - SELL
OR BUY: Oyster River High
School, Saturday, April 13th. 9-1
p.m. Used Bikes, Tennis equip- Free haircuts, perms, and colors.
ment, skates/boards, golf clubs, Men and women needed for adbaseball equipment, boogie vanced hair designing classes.
boards, etc. Any spring or sum- Call Hairstyles at 603-742-8817.
mer sports items can be dropped
off at Oyster River High School SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS.
Cafeteria, Friday, April 12th, 6-9 OVER 7,000 OPENINGS! NAp.m. YOU SET THE PRICE, We TIONALPARKS, FORESfS, FIRE
take 25%. BUY SATURDAY from CREWS. SEND ST AMP FOR
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. For further infor- FREE DETAILS SULLIVAN'S,
mation call Trish or Charles Poole 113 E. WYOMING, KALISPELL,
-868-2092.
MT. 59901.
1988 Honda Civic Hatchback DX:
5sp, A/C,AM/FM stereo cassette,
52K miles, new Michelin radials,
carefully maintained, $6500, 6598359.

Child Care Provider - Live-in
summer position (June thru August). Care for 3 young children

campus. A FREE gift just for calling. Call Now: 1-800-765-84720
ext. 90

within the context of a beautiful
Vermont children's camp. Mom
and Dad are busy camp directors
needing a mature, responsible,
loving person to care for their children. Swimming, arts, nature trails,
and other activities will enable you
to interact in a quality way with
our children. Call Ginny (603)6432639.

Fast fundraising program $1000
in one week for your campus organization. Plus a chance at $5,000
more!! This program works. No
investment needed. Call 1-800932-0528.

Painters Wanted, Earn $6-10/hr.
and get a greattan. 1-800-346-4649.

SUMMER JOBS: $9.10.hr. or commission. Advertising sales. No
experience necessary. Training
provided. Work close to school.
Car recommended. Call Steve
Gorman at (800)344-6766 for de-

RAISE A THOUSAND IN A
WEEK! The fundraiser that's
working on 1800collegecampuses!
Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 in just one week. No investment needed. Be first on your

Make $300.00 a weekend. (Professional Residential Cold Callers
Wanted). Jeff 659-8425.

year. $1100 per semester. Phone
Word Processing- Fast and accu- 868-5669. Female Students friends
rate $1.50 per page. Spell checked. preferred-sense ofhumora must.
Research and resume service also
Non-smokers.
available. Call Diana - 659-2359.
Word processing services - Next
day return - Will pick up and deliver. $1.65/page. Call Diane 9425881.

I I/TRAVEL
HEADING FOR EUROPE THISSUMMER? Jet there anytime for
$160 with AIRHITCH(r). (As reported in NY Times & Let's Go!)
AIRHITCH(r) 212-864-2000.

Durham/ 4 person unit, 2 bedroom, 2 bath/ dishwasher apartment. Ten minute walks to UNH,
off street parking. Sunny - 91-92
academic year $1200 per semester. Phone 868-5865 - Female students preferred. Non-smokers.
Utilities included.
HANSON STREET - OOVER,NH
- HOT WATER INCLUDED PAVED OFF-STREET PARKING
- WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING
- 4-UNIT BUILDING IN A RESI-

DENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD BEDROOM/STUDIO
ONE
APARTMENT FOR ONE PERSON - RENT $325./MO. AV AILABLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT FOR TWO
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PEOPLE - RENT $475./MO.
AVAILABLE 6 /1 - CALL 8682458.
Want to live on Cape Cod? Cheap!
Plenty of jobs available. Falmouth
Area. Call Dan at 868-5724.
YOUNG DRIVE, DURHAM NHTHREE BEDROOMS - 1 FULL
BATH, 2 HALF BATHS - FULLY
APPLICANCED - BASEMENT
STORAGE - COUNTRY SETTING- CLOSE TO UNH - LEASE
TERM8/30/91-5/24/92-RENT
$1155. PER PERSON PER SEMESTER- Tar AL$13,860. BASEDON
SIX PERSON OCCUPANCY CALL 742-6242.
SUMMERROOMSFORRENT AT
ALPHA GAMMA RHO. MALES
& FEMALES; $35 /WEEK INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES-2
WEEKS FREE IF ENTIRE SUMMER PAID UP IN FULL BY MAY
26TH; $140 REFUNDABLE
ROOM DEPOSIT; FOR INFO
STOP BY 6 STRAFFORD AVE.;
OR CALL PHIL OR AL AT 8689859 OR 868-6658.
DURHAM: Furnished single
bedrooms with shared bathroom
for female student only. Available
for 1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. Off street parking. $1,200
per semester including utilities.
After 4 pm telephone 868-2217.
FOR ONE-bedroom separate from
living room and kitchen. Within
walking distance of campus. Call
868-6388.

Early action = Best house for next
year! 5 bdrm. 2 bath on lake in
Dover. 15 min. to UNH $1150 /
mo, l yr lease & dep req' d. Avail.
June 1 749-4558 leave message.

Henry Briggs Academic Achievement Award, 3.0 GPA required.
For application, send name and
address to: Henry Briggs Award,·
Suite 117, 2673 Broadway, New
York, NY 10025.

Durham - 3,4,5,6 person units
avail. Walk to campus - off street
parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Lou Kyreages 1-800732-4817.

Sprint weekend is upon us! April
17th - 20th One world, one celebration. Lets start off spring with
a bang!

IRO wants YOU to have a good
Lee Apt., 2 bdrm/2 pers., Furn., · time! They're happening during
sunny, clean, 2.5 mi from campus,
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK APRIL
no pets, non smokers, summer
10-14. JOIN THE FUN.
availability. Grads welcome,
$440/mo. plus utilities. 12 month
Slamming it up with a pig? April
lease negotiable. Call 659-5932.
13 4-7 pm ... Hetzel Hall Pig Roast
and ATO Volleyball!
Rent at the Coops. Two, three, four,
and five person units availble.
Engelhart Hall wants to LIGHT
Walk to all campus facilities. Two
YOURFIRE ... April 13eve...attheir
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
Residence Hall Week BON FIRE!
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ
Maquire agency, 868-1262.
Check it out ... Residence Hall
Week ... April 10-14.... LETS DO IT
Newmarket studios, 2 room efficiencies, to5 bedroom apartments.
Don't forget SMITH HALL INPanelled, carpeted, parking.
TERNATIONAL FIESTA Friday
Available now, through summer,
April 19th, 11 :00 am - 8:00 pm
or starting in AugustorSeptember.
Quite buildings, security deposit,
Students, staff, faculty, please put
lease, no pets. From $295/mo to
old clothes into trash bags. I'll take
$625/mo: 603-659-2655.
them to Salvation Army to help
other people out 1-207-698-1463.
HA VE YOUR OWN BEDROOM Available two-bedroom apartment. Very comfortable for TWO.
Submit your best work to MUSO' s
Within walking distance of campus. Call 868-6388.
BRANDEIS

Durham - 3,4 person units available. Walk to campus. Off street
parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.

Newmarket One ($330) and Two
f$480)bedroomapts.Rentincludes " LEE - Pad<ers Fa11s Road. Studio
heat, off-street parking, and on apartment, all utilities plus cable.
COAST.Nopets.Phone868-2281. AvailableSept.thruMay.$375per
month. Evenings 659-7707.
3 bedroom Apt. Available June 1Sept. 1, new, off street parking, 2 person/$145 mo. each.
Dover, $650 /month. Possible lease Newmarket Apt. Furnished, etc.
details, Jim 868-3078.
next semester. Call 743-0844.
FALL ROOMS AVAILABLE:
Student house, 4 bedrooms,
kitchen, living room & 2 baths.
includes heat. 1 mile form T-Hall
lease and security deposit required. Call after 6 pm 332-2568
Ask for Elaine.

DURHAM furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available
for 1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. Off street parking. $1,200
per semester including utilities.
After 4 p.m. telephone 868-2217.

Summer Rooms Available - Student House 4 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room & 2 baths. Plenty of
parking. 1 mile from T-Hall, lease
and security deposit required. $200
per month Call after 6 pm 3322568. Ask for Elaine.

Sublet at the Coops this summer!!
June-August! Two bedroom
apartment. For more information
call >t'/771, *7772, *7774. Leave a
message.

Lee 3 br duplex, nice, summer
av~il., furnished, 3.5 miles from
campus, no pets, non-smokers,
suitable for families or grads,
$585 / mo plus utilities, 12 mo. lease
negotiable. Call 659-5932.

IPERSON!s I

Durham - Want a furnished
apartment two blocks from campus for next school year? In private
home, separate entrance. We want
two non-smoking quiet students
to share one bedroom apartment.
$244 a month per student. We pay
utilities. 868-9660.

ADOPTION - We've bedtime stories, rocking chair and much love,
but no baby... yet. Can you help?
Call Sue and Jamie collect about
adoption. (802)235-2312.

Heeey You! CREAT AP ARTMENT FOR RENT. MAIN
STREET DURHAM-RED TOWERS.FURNISHED.JUNEl-SEPT
1. GREAT PRICE! 862-7785 OR
862-7786.

10th Annual Photo Show! Entries
due April 29 in MUSO office basement of the MUB. Call 8621485 for more info!

Summer parking, summer parking, Why look for a space? Own
your own behind Stoke. No fuss
affordable. Call Dave 1-226-0928
leave message.
Don't forget SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA Friday
April 19th, 11 :00 am - 8:00 pm
SLAM IT UP UNH ... with
Congreve Hall...Volley Ball
tournementApril 132pmduring
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK!
Band looking for singer - influences include R.E.M., Stones, beer,
Doors, etc. Call Mike@ 862-5565.
Hey Cindy! Did you hear - A
CARNIVAL is coming to UNH
on Saturday April20thAtSnively
Arena - Thanks PFO!
Don't forget SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA Friday
April 19th, 11:00 am -8:00 pm

info. on how to order from proofs.
HOTEL INTERNSHIPS across
the entire USA now available
through FIELD EXPERIENCE!
Come in today- DEADLINES for
summer fast approaching! 8621184.
Summerjobneeded?Oneof many
available through FIELD
EXPEREIENCE - network technician at a local insurance company! Call Today! 862-1184.
Yo! Denis Paden's 1990 RA Class;
we need a beach reunion! What
do you say? Shauna.
PHI MU Raffle - Grand Prize: a .
free pizza every wk. for 91-92
school year. Proceeds benefit
SHARPP & Children's Miracle
Network Telethon. Drawing
April 15. For tickets contact any
sister or pledge.
Preregistration for Fall 1991 is
April 17-May 1. Time & Room
Schedules arrive in the Registrars
Office on April 15.
SAVO, YOU SUCK IN BED.

SENIORS: Please return your .. - - - - ~
PROOFS
YEARBOOK
VARDEN STUDIOS by April 15.
Please stop by the GRANITE,
MUB Room 125, for envelop and
UNIVERSITY

Summer at Brandeis University
Session I: June 3•July 5/Session II: July 8-August 9

• Pre-medical Sciences
• F.oreign Languages: intensive on-campus
and overseas
• Comprehensive Theater Arts Programs
• Chamber Music Workshop
• Liberal Arts & Economics
~
*Over 100 C~urses In All Areas

91

• Small Cli15ses raught Hy Br?nJi.:1:,;_Faculty
• L'l11:--c ti, thl· c\L°lklllL'l1l 111 l ambnJgl·' l{11~l1 ,n

:f
.;

'

'

Sun1111er School

BrandelsUniversity
P.O. Box9110 • Waltham, MA02254"9110 • (617) 736-3424

Don't forget SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA Friday
April 19th, 11:00 am -8:00 pm

Don't forget SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA Friday
April 19th, 11:00 am -8:00 pm
Register now if you want to be a
part of spring weekend festivities!
Venture through MUB or Call
CAB(3613).

Northeastern University's spectacular part-time
undergraduate summer program features over 850
courses in Business Administration, Health
Professions and Sciences, Liberal Arts, Criminal
Justice and Security, and Engineering Technology.
Classes are offered at six convenient locations,
Main Boston, Liberty Square, Burlington, Dedham,
Framingham, and Weymouth, on 10-week, 5-week
and 4-week schedules starting June 17.

Northeastern University
Pan-time Undergradu!)t.e Programs

--------------7
1 Northeastern
University's part-time undergraduate I
I summer program sounds spectacular!
I :'JAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I
I

I
I

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C'ITY _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP _ _ _

For a FREE Information Kit. ,;end this co~pon t~ '.\ortheastern
•
University. Urmers1ty College. P.O. Box IJ-1. Bo~ton. '.\tA

02117-0154. or call 61 i-43i -2400.

L --------------

I
II

I

N~

An t>qual opportunity'affirmativt> action university

•
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JEB

Present s her fabulou s
multi-im age slide show:
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FOR LOVE AND FOR LIFE places the March on Washington events in history

and among the political forces of our times, explains how the events were
organized, and creates all the immediacy of being there. The energy and
emotions of these events are brought to you through the actual speeches and
sounds of the March combined with a comprehensive narration and hundreds of
dramatic images by JEB and two dozen other outstanding lesbian and gay
.
photographers.

This exciting multi-image presentation explores all six days during which
650,000 lesbians, gay men and their friends came to Washington, D.C. and made
history. The March and Rally, The Civil Disobedience at the Supreme
Court, The Names Project Quilt, The Wedding and The Harvey Milk
Memorial are some of the events this show invites you to experience .

•

•

Sponsored by the Office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services
As part of Gay/Lesbian/B isexual Awareness Week
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Name: Lori Brady
Sport: Gymnastics

Lori Br~dy won the
vaulting title at the NCAA
Northeast Regional
Gymnastics. Brady had
a 9.9 and qualified for the
NCAA Championships at
the University of
Alabama on April 20th.
Brady registered a 37 .85
in the all-around
competition and finished
sixth. UNH placed
second to Penn State in
the regional competition.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesdc;iy, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK
. APRIL 12-19, 1991

••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••
•••••
Schedule
of Events

DAY, APRIL 12

-y

Comedian Rick Burd
Kicks off the week
THubbard Hall

-y

1-5 P.M.

D uble Feature Matinee••••
.En Nous 1-3 P.M.
Tore
ng Tri.logy_ 3-5 P.M.
~
oll Room, MUB
7-8:30 P.M. FOR LO
and FOR LIFE
,
The '87 M hon Washington for Gay
& Lesbian Ri ts A Multi-media presentation follo d by a discussion
T New Engl
d Center,
Great Bay

'YTUESDAY, APRIL 16
1-5 .P.M.
Double Feature Matin e****
' Thought I Heard the Me

7:00 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

ids Singing

1-3 P.M. My Beautiful La derette 3-5 P.M.
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Pan
'Y
T Alexander
Gay /Lesbian/Bisexual Panel
T McLaughlin

It is our pleasure to let you know - All of our vents'Y
are _FREE of charge and wheelchair accessib .

Please call 862-3823 for information
Sponsored by:

Health Services

'Y·WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
BLUE JEANS DAY
Show your Support for Gay Lesb
Bisexual Students. Wear Blue eans!
1-5 P.M.
Double Feature Matinee••••
Long Time Companion 1-3 .M.
Desert Hearts 3-5 P.M.
T Carroll Room, MUB
8:00 P.M. Gay/Lesbian/Bisexu Panel
TJessie Doe
'Y THURSDAY, APRIL 18
1-2:30 P.M. Representativ: s from CAGLRCitizens Alli ce for Gay & Lesbian
Rights Gi a "state of the state" address on
bian & Gay Rights in NH
Presenta on followed by question &
answer eriod
TC oll Room, MUB
3-4:30 P.M. PF G Panel
P ents & friends of Lesbians &
ays tell their stories.
T Carroll Room, MUB
. DISTINCT POSSIBILITY

Performance by the now famous
women's a cappella group
T · Paul Creative Arts Center,
RoomA-218
DAY, APRIL 19
1-5 P.M.
Double Feature•••• .
Desert Hearts 1-3 P.M.
Long Time Companion 3-5 P.M.
T Carroll Room, MUB

Residential Programs
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Lax thrashes Hartford 23-11
. .The 'Cats 3-0 start is the best in 8 ye:rs
By Don Taylor
Sports Staff Reporter

.

:Rol,::Hee~~
Sp9.rt5: Staff Reporter

__ .
·The UNH men's baseball
team is mired in a 5 game losing
stre3.:kafter dropping three games
to Northeastern over the weekend. Their record now stands at

7-7 ..
Chris Schott and Dan Sweet ·
had •combined for a no-hitter
thr.ough 5 .innings, but NU explo(;f.ed for five runs in the mxth.
Sweet(0~2) took the loss. Dave
Stewart led off the game for the·
'Cats with a triple,. but h~ was
.
.
stra~ded,
: Game 2 Saturday saw the
Wildcats manage just four ~tsin.: :
a 6-21ps.s. _(JNH scored a. rui\iOi
the·first and one in the second/
:t,ut that was all the 'Cats could-•
g~. • Jeff Neijadlik and Stewart
knoc1'ed in the runs. . .· . ...
.-. .Ute Wildcats found th~µt?
- ~ly~ .down 5-0)n gaJP.e~)),µ(
89tJive . runs m. ~e fc:ni,rffi/Wi:(
l{igµio 1~ off with a sm.gle,;J~fut.?
•J3atcl)~cletf~llow.eg wi~ll)IS,µ:tg}~; .

:ctiuck ·•1~iamis· bunie4' ~ridt

~~~!:::h=~~tll]:
:ru~/Jim. Neary hit a tW.oirut(:
d9µb-l~; Bret Elmore .• gro.µnqec(

The UNH lacrosse team scored 14 first-half goals. (file photo)

The UNH men's lacrosse team
rebounded from a defensively
sloppy first half to pin a 23-11 loss
on the University of Hartford in
the first-ever meeting between the
two schools. The win pushed the
'Cats to their best start, 3-0, since
'83.
The first period featured back
and forth play with little defense.
UNH got on the board only :50
into the game on senior attacker
Jeff Mechura's first of 4 goals.
However, the Hawks came
back with two scores of their own
to take the lead. That seemed to be
a wake-up call for the 'Cats. "When
they got up 2-1 we said 'what the
hell is going on' and pick it up,"
said senior midfielder Jim Patrick.
"We were lackadaisical on
defense," said senior goalie Stowe
Milhous, who played the first half
for UNH. "We were probably
looking past Hartford to the
UMass game."
The Blue answered the
Hawks with 4 straight goals to
take the lead back, 5-2. Mechura
notched his second while senior
midfielder Dave Robinson got two
of his six goals of the day.
Hartford came back to close

the gap to 7-5 to end a ragged
quarter.UNH coach Jim Urquhart
said that the 10 day lay-off contributed to the team's rusty play.
"Hartford is the type of team we
should beat, so maybe we didn't
take them seriously at first," said
Urquhart.
"It's tough to get off a three
and a half bus ride and go right
into a game," added Patrick.
The Blue started to get going
in the second quarter. After trading a couple scores with the
Hawks, UNH ran off five straight
tallies to take a solid 14-7 lead at
the half.
UNH continued the attack
and showed its smothering defense in the second half. Senior
goalie Brian Vona gave up only
four goals, while his mates were
ripping off nine more scores.
Senior attacker Mark Botnick
had four goals and four assists to
lead a balance offense. Sophomore
attacker John Daley added two
goals while seven other players
scored once.
For the third straight game,
special teams proved to be an
important ingredient in the winning mix. UNH made good on
seven out of12 tries while holding
Hartford scoreless on four attempts.
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Wildcat
Week:
Wednesday,
Men's
lacrosse vs.
Boston
College, 1
p.m.
Thursday,
Baseball
doubleheader
vs. · UMass, 1
p.m.

Wildcats place second in non-scoring meet
By Michele Page
Sports Staff Reporter
UNH coach Nancy .Krueger's
prayers were answered last Saturday when the sun shone and the
thermometer soared to a warm 70
degrees at the University of Rhode
Island.
The Wildcats traveled to
Bristol, Rhode Island for a nonscoring meet against the University of Rhode Island, Holy Cross,
and Connecticut College. "If it had
been a scoring meet, we would
have come in second overall," said
assistant coach Dawn Enterlein.
The UNH women capitalized
in the field events copping four
out of five first places.Junior Kristy
Downing captured first in the long
jump, sophomore Justine Dube
grabbed first in the triple jump,
and senior Carol Weston out threw
everyone in both the discus and
the javelin.
Downing's jump of 16'8"
qualified her for the New England
Championships to be held in late
May . .Kruegersaidherjumpsfrom
indoor were a little better, but she
hadn't had much chance to work
on jumping since then. Overall,
however, Krueger said she was
pleased.
Placing second and sixth respectively in the long jump were

Dube and sophomore Heather
Lebo. .Krueger said both women's
jumps were good for the first time
out. ''Justine has been working
diligently, learning how to do the
hitch. She had a good jump," said
Krueger.
In the high jump, sophomore
Lorri Joseph was back out on the
track after a strong indoor season.
Her jump of 5'0" placed her second overall. "She was very confident in her steps this time, in indoor she was always unsure. Now
that she knows her steps, she can
work on the other stuff," said Enterlein.
As for the discus and javelin,
both Weston and sophomore Kerri
Haskins had amazing first outings. Even though her leg is not
100 percent, Weston qualified for
New England's, Penn Relays, and
ECA C's in both the javelin and the
discus. Krueger was said she excited, "Carol looked better than
she ever has (in the discus). We
took things a little gentler in the
training (this week) and hopefully
will start to pick it up a little each
week."
Krueger has planted the seed
to try to qualify Weston for the
NCAA meet to be held in Oregon
in late May. Weston's personal
record is 149'6" and the provisional

qualifying standard for NCAA is
150'11". With proper training and
a lot of hard work, Krueger feels
this is a definite possibility for
Weston.
Not to be overshadowed by
Weston, Haskins had a strong
opening in the javelin, too. "Kerri
ended last season throwing 126'.
She worked over the summer, entered a few open meets, and threw
a 139'. To come back (to school) .
and be right at 135' is excellent,"
Haskins had a
said Krueger.
fast and smooth a pp roach in her
throw because of the running she
has been doing both in indoor and
now outdoor. Look for even more
improvements from these two as
the season blossoms.
The Wildcat~ also had some
equally strong performances in the
running events. Junior Amy
Brown won the 200 meter, with
freshman Sue Thayer a close third.
Krueger said, ''They ran out of the
turn and right straight into a
headwind so their times weren't
as quick as usual." Krueger said
she is positive, however, that they
will improve.
Sophomore Heather Day
placed fourth in the 400 meter and
junior Kim Cilley placed fourth in
the 1500 meter. Both women had
good performances for their first

outdoor meet. "Heather came out
in February and is having a few
knee problems, but she ran well.
Kim is a good competitor, she's
got some experience behind her.
She.had a little trouble in the end
(of the race) but ran a good race,"
said Krueger.
In the relays, the "endurance
runners" of UNH senior Kelli
Turner, freshman Colleen Burke,
sophomore Judi Robichaud, and
Cilley ran the 4X400 meter relay in
4:29. Krueger said, ''They did really well, a real nice job."
UNH's 4 X100 meter relay
team consisting of senior Laura
Schofield, Brown, Thayer, and
Downing, ran not only an excellent time, but also an exciting race.
"URI got the last handoff before
we did, but Kristy got a stride on
her in the last 50 meters and held
it through the tape. It was very
exciting," said Krueger.
Next weekend, the UNH
women will travel to Smith College, in Amherst, Massachusetts
for another non-scoring meet.
Eight teams from around New
England will participate. Krueger
said she is looking forward to this
meet because "there will be a real
good span of teams, a really nice
grouping, and some good competition."
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Playoffs, openers Dart~outh cuts down
By Rob Heenan
Sports Staff Reporter •
• When the Bruin's take a 3goal lead into the third period
tonight, look for Hartford to
make the game very ugly. Of
course the Whalers will be golfing by Friday anyway. And the
Rangers will not make the second
round. Neither will the Kings.

• How 'bout those Sox? 1620. JackClark'snottooimportant.
A grand slam changes the entire
complexion of a baseball game.
• In case you missed it, Chris
Winnes was called up to the
Bruins last week. Don't expect
him to play though. This year.
•Saturday's Vancouver/

Had to
be said
•Charlotte, Orlando, and
Miami. When the Celtics come
in second to Chicago, they have
no one to blame but themselves.

L.A. game was the most exciting

pro hockey game since game 1 of
last year's Stanley Cup Finals.
To refresh my memory,
Edmonton beat Boston in 3 Of' s.
•Clemens isn't· too good.
The Sox have no chance without
him.
• Every pro football team
should have a helmut-cam. It's
great.

Women's·Iax
sweeps two
By Steve Lankier
Sports Editor
The women's lacrosse team
sticked their way to 4-1 on the
season this weekend, defeating
Harvard 8-7 and Hofstra University 18-2.
On Saturday, the game at
Harvard was a true battle of the
Brine. The Crimson jumped outto
an early 1-0 lead, when the 'Cats'
Anna Hill accidentally shot it past
UNH goalie Christa Hansen. The
'Cats fired right back though, and
the two teams continued to exchange goals for the rest of the
half. Going into the intermission
the scored was tied 5-5.
During the halftime the 'Cats
regrouped and prepared for the
2nd half. "We had played a really
good first half," said 'Cats sophomore Khristi Bellows. "During
the halftime, wegotallofourplays
down. We knew we were going to
have to dig deep and save nothing
in the second half."
The second half started with
an offensive strike by the Crimson
putting them up 6-5. The 'Cats
turned out to be the winners in the
end though, going ahead for good
to win the game 8-7.
"We created more turnovers
in the second half," Bellows said.

"It was a really intense game, but
we played up to our capabilities
and got the victory.
Against Harvard, Liz Brickley
had another outstanding game,
netting five goals and assisting on
one. Alita Haytayan scored two
goals and Laura Clark also put
one in the net for the 'Cats. UNH
goalie Christa Hansen made nine
saves.
Sunday's game against
Hofstra University wasn't as close
as the previous day's contest. "It
wasn't really a tough game," Bellows said. "It was clean, controlled, and fun to play." Bellows
certainly had fun as she pelted the
back of the net for five goals and
also added an assist on the day.
The 'Cats barrage included 45
shots on goal, 18ofwhich, went in
the net.
Toni Feline posted three goals
against
Hofstra.
Diane
Mcloughlin, Anna Hill, and
Haytayan all notched two goals.
Brickley tallied one goal and four
assists. Hofstra was unable to
break through the 'Cats defense
and were held to only eight shots
on net.
On April 11, the team will
travel to Boston College to take on
the Eagles.

Intramural report:
Undefeated floor hockey teams
Men's minor
Old Time Hockey
ASCE
Young Guns
SAE Lions
Original Legends
Buzzards
· Flintstones
·,Bad Nu's
X-Sen Blades
Kappa Sigma
Last Chance
Lord Net Finders
Acacia 'Bonies

Men's major

UNH men's track
Defe~ding N.E. champs prove too tough
By Dan Bureau
Sports Staff Reporter
This weekend the Wildcats
men's track team started its 1991
spring track season with a 43-118
loss to Dartmouth, the defending
New England Champion. The men
of Durham took on the Big Green
of Dartmouth for the first time in a
dual meet in almost fifteen years.
The score does not reflect the
first place finish of UNH' s Jeffrey
Sallade in the 3000 meter steeple
chase, nor does it reflect the top
finishes of senior tri-captain
Barney Borromeo in the 100 meter
and Mike McGrath in the javelin.
By the looks of the numbers,
you'd never figure that a UNH
record was broken when Doug
Sargent and Matt Powers both
clinched second place in the high
jump with a record 6 feet 6 inches.
The score does not begin to tell the
competitiveness that allowed
- UNH to hold its head above water
against the best men's track team

in New England. The score doesn't
say any of that.
But the score does reflect a
few very important things. The
fact that Dartmouth just returned
from ten days training and competing in Arizona, while the 'Cats
were lucky that last week yielded
nice weather so they could practice, taking time between the indoor track and the outdoor track.
The score just shows that the team
known as the Wildcats just didn't
have enough practice.
UNH coach Jim Boulanger
elaborated that "we had strong
performance, but we didn't have
enough pre-season practice. We
went up there to win. Like all
teams, we had our goals. If we
weren't going to win, we wanted
to keep them under 100 and allow
us between 50 and 60, so we could
at least maintain some sort of
competition. That didn't happen,
but that doesn't undermine the
good results we did have·. Going

UNH's Barney Borromeo finishes first in the 100 meter against Dartmouth. (file photo)

Five on five basketball
Men's major
1. Hetzel Untouchables
2. O.C. Hourbacks
3. O.C. Crue

Women's major
1. Congreve
2. UAC Heat
3.Hitchcock'

Delta Chi
LCA Stickhandlers
Pike Generals
6-1 Hitters

Women's major

Men's Minor

Women's minor

The4-bHo's

Women's minor
KQ Dominant Force
The Sneetches
Gibbs

against the best teams, you' re
bound to learn a lot, and I think
that we have."
Next weekend the 'Cats face
off against major rivals UVM and
Maine at Spaulding High School.
Boulanger refers to this as the
"Northern Land Grant Championships." as it will give the winning teams bragging rights. "The
winner of this meet gets much
credibility. It's an important meet.
We beat Maine a few times last
season (indoor, winter) and UVM
once in the championship. We
have a great chance. We will improve as a team. It will be great
head to head competition. It
should be really interesting."
Then comes the big test on
April 20 UVM and Dartmouth.
"We hope to have improved by
then. That'll be a big turning point
for us. We'll either leave there
winning or leave there knowing
we tried. We'll improve,"
Boulanger said.

1. Lambda Chi ALpha Swish
2. Hunter Shutdown
3. X-Sen Running Rehabs
4. Sigma Nu Air
5. Lambda Chi Alpha Rim Jobs .

1. McLoughlin
2. Stoke 4th Ladies
3. Wms. Hoopsters
4. X-Sen Hoopsters

Write
features
forTNH
Sports,
call Glenn
or Steve
(1490).
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Olsson and Brady
qualify for NCAAs
UNH gy~nasts place second

UNH ATHLETICS

UNH gymnastics does the homefolks proud on Saturday night in .Lundholm Gym. (Pat O'Connor photo)
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Katie McGowan
a score of 188.525 and Ohio St. was
third with a close score ofl88.125.
Sports Staff Reporter
To say that the UNH Penn State set a new Northeast
women's gymnastics team had Regional Meet Record with their
an outstanding meet Saturday overall score.
Allison Barber of Penn State
night would be an understatement. The women did a great job, was first in the all-around with a
finishing second, and there were remarkable score of 39.025.T h e
many valuable individual per- team as a whole did a great job on
the uneven bars. Although the six
formances.
UNH's Lori Brady took first women who competed for UNH
in vaulting with the nearly perfect in this event had good scores
score of 9.9 which helped qualify Goodspeed felt, "that they didn't
her for the NCAA Women's quitegetthescorestheydeserved."
Gymnastics National Champi- Olsson tied for fourth with Emily
onship to be held at the Univer- Arnold of Ohio State with a score
sity of Alabama. Karen Olsson of 9.65.
was fourth with a 38.475 allUnfortunately for the 'Cats,
around and Brady finished sixth. there were a few problems on the
Olsson is seeded sixth in the top beam. Four of the six UNH women
12 of the national all-around for competing had falls, and for each
the competition.
faH the judges have to deduct .5
One of the bright spots of the point. Penn State dominated most
meet was the unbelievable of this event.
Allison Barber of Penn State
amount of support fro/m the
Wildcat audience. This was due was first on the floor with her
to the excellent media coverage routine earning her a 9 .875. Olsson
by local newspapers in the few tied for seventh with a score of
-9.65. As you can tell the scoring weeks prior to the Regionals.
''The team did a great job was very close in this meet and in
and I was pleased with the work some events only .1 separated first
of every member of the team. All place from sixth.
Another UNH woman who
I heard was positive comments
from the other coaches after the did well but didn't necessarily get
meet, which only makes me feel the credit she deserved was freshbetterabouttheteam," said UNH man Nicole Mullins. She had a fall
on the beam which cost her .5 of a
coach Gail Goodspeed.
In the overall team results point but she was strong on the
Penn State was first with a score bars and the floor with scores of
of 193.80 followed by UNH with 9.325 and 9.55 respectively.
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Both teams played a controlled
passing game designed to set up the
possible shot. This type of offense
worked in the first half with neither
team able to open up more than a
one goal lead.
Senior attacker Dave Robinson
and senior midfielder Bill Suliivan
each notched two scores in the half.
Seniors Jeff Mechura and Mark
Botnick potted single goals, as did
sophomore Eric Presbrey.
Brian Vona made 23 saves for
the 'Cats in relief of Stowe Milhous,
who pulled his right hamstring in
the second quarter. The two senior
netminders combined for an outstanding 31 saves on the day.
The man-up situations weren't
as important as they could have
been. UMass scored its first two extra
man goals of the year on eight
chances while UNH got two goals

:.; ~a.x~( M.Y.P]'at :fyfotji~on/ I<~win .=.:J.·he'.:i.:r.:.~g:t.•··'.··mt.::::.1·~.:n.s. ..vt.!.:.~.'. ~.:. p...:i·n•t. a

Minutemen, not allowing the

on four opportunities.

'Cats to get closer than 14-12. By
that time there was only two minutes left in the game. Solid defense
by UMass the rest of the way
sealed the win.

The 'Cats are looking to bounce
back Wednesday at home against
Boston College. UNH took a 16-11
decision at BC last year and the
Eagles will be out for revenge.
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